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Editorial: The Delicate Balance,
Standards vs. Customization

One of the eternal issues with which we grapple is the degree to which
our decisions about library operations and internal processes promote their
conformity to standards or reflect more individualized approaches. The
needs of all libraries to serve their clients with timely acquisition of materi-
als, easy access to collections, and appropriate programs and services can
be met in different ways, depending on how librarians in each institution
perceive the utility and effectiveness of standard methods versus custom-
ized ones. But, being human, most of us would like to have our cake and
eat it, too. What we really want are standards tailored to serve our individ-
ual needs. Few ofus are happy to sacrifice our own needs in order to serve
the needs of other institutions more effectively.

What do we tend to assume about standards versus customization? Li-
brarians think of standards as generally good and cheap, while customiza-
tion is better, though expensive. This is a flawed assumption, one that can
be dangerous in some contexts, e.9., that maintaining standards such as
name and subject authorities is cheap, or that purchasing customized cata-
loging will always provide better service to one's clients in the long run.

In general, we get what we pay for. Knowing what is important among
competing goals is the key to success in obtaining the greatest value for our
libraries and our clients. We seek a delicate balance between serving our-
selves and others, between conforming to standards and doing things "our
way," and we manage an ever-changing equilibrium as best we can.

The lead article in this issue explores serials standards, anarea in which
uniformity and consensus have been elusive. Authors Tseng, Arcand,
Brugger, Finn, Olson, and Somers survey the use of standards at major
institutions, and their findings will heighten our awareness of the issues.
One research note also examines standards: Studwell's short piece on the
as-yet-unrealized subject code. But several more items deal with standards
application, including Tucker's case study of unruly titles proper and
Boss' and Delsey's overviews of serials systems.

Other areas of librarv collections and technical services are included in
this issue as well. The iesearch process is explored by Reynolds. Paskoff
and Perrault seek a tool for comparing collection analyses. Markey shows
how enhancing online databases with classification can affect access. Edu-
cation and training are the focus of articles by Schmidt and Kershner, re-
spectively, and Lawson shows that technical service librarians help edu-
cate library clients in Missouri.

This issue of Library Resources & Technical Services is an eclectic one,
covering a broad range ofissues and ideas.-Sheila S. Intner, Editor.
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Interaction:
Letters to the Editor

From J. McRee Elrod, Director, Special Libraries Cataloguing, Inc.,
North Vancouver. B.C.:

An earlier feature of library professional literature was give-and-take in
the form of letters to the editor. This is an effort to revive that tradition

tent. The voice of the user in our case is clear: ENTER EXHIBITION
CATALOGUES UNDER ARTIST.

Another example is title main entry versus corporate body main entry
for corporate body "reports." The distinction (also announced in CSB
#45). . . is whether the report contains recommendations of the body.
Again, this is not information apparent in the record, nor from front mat-
ter, and results in records which appear the same on the surface having
different principles applied in the selection of the maiq entry. Our clients
demand that recbrds which appear the same be treated in the same manner,
and that distinctions be apparent to the catalogue user. . .

We are left wondering if academic and public library patrons react as our
clients do, or ifthey passively accept the ever finer distinctions being spun
by the creators of international data bases.

flicting decisions.

From Marvin H. Scilken, Director, Orange (New Jersey) Public Library:
Thank you for printing the definitive research results on the secret page

("The Secret Page, " LRTS33 (3):281-83). I thought the secret page was a
gnome that shelves and "edges" ourbooks.
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From Sarah Hager Johnston, Director, Technical Research Services, The
Hartford [Insurance Co. ], Hartford, Connecticut :

Please allow me to address my fellow readers: Nearly ayear ago . . . I
submitted a manuscript toZRZ^Shoping for publication. Although the man-
uscript was rejected, the peer review process brought forth many construc-
tive criticisms and suggestions. . . . I redesigned the study, and submitted
a new manuscript to another professional journal; this time, the review was
favorable, and the article was published. The new study also generated a
second article . . . to be published early in 1990.

The whole process has been a tremendous learning experience for me. I
hope that others will not be discouraged by an initial rejection. . . . Take
the suggestions in the spirit in which they are offered. . . .

From Lee Ash, Library Consultant, Bethany, Connecticut:
Congratulations on the excellence of LR?S. Every issue, however, puts

me off from reading until the next one comes andlrealize I haven't looked
at the last. . Reason? Your ghastly covers.

Sheila S. Intner replies:
I'm glad you like LRTS even if you object to the cover design.

[P]rofessional graphics people at ALA have redesigned the cover. You
may like it better. . . .

You need reliable quantitative data !o justify
collection management decisions. You need a
flexible analysislystem designed with your
library's goals in mind.

I  n t  rod u c i  ns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O C LC/ AM I  G O S
C ol I ecti o n Analysis Syst e ms.

Collection Analysis CD compares your
holdinss against those of similar institutions,
using a subset of the OCLC database on
compact dlsc.
Tape Analysis gives you a custom-designed
MARC tape analysis for your library or group.
A Tape Match against Books for College
Libraries is also offered.How does

your collection

measure up?

ocrc/AMrGos
Collection Analysis Systems

Available exclusively in the U.S. from
AMIGOS Bibliographic Council, Inc.

11300 North Central Expressway, Suite 321
Dallas, Texas 75243

(800)8438482 (2r4)7tu6rso



"l'd like a book by an author I saw on TV last
night whose last name begins with 'Sij' and I think
the title is Vietnam." "l'm looking lor a book with a
forward by Coretta Scott King about a slave re-
volt." "l love old samplers. Are there any books
about British samplers that are illustrated?" How
many times have you had to help a patron with
only snippets of information like the above? Now
it's easier than ever to do so - and reduce the time
and effort ittakes - with Books in Print P/us".

U n l i k e  s o m e  C D - R O M  o r o d u c t s .
which are nothing more than electronic
vendors'catalogs, Books in Print P/us is
an important reference tool specifically
designed to help you and your patrons
find exactly what you're looking for.

FAST, EFFECTIVE RELIEF
FOR REFERENCE HEADACHES.

after 1987, and a list is displayed in seconds. lf it is
then decided that French wines should be exclud-
ed from the search, a simple change will immedi-
ately display all titles dealing with wine (with the
exception of French wines) published after 1987.
The results are so incredible that once you try
Books in Print P/us, it will change the way you do
reference work forever.

TaRe two minutes and call us in the
moming.

To order Books in Print P/us for
the IBM PC or  Appleo Macintosh@,
or for more inlormation about how you
can streamline reference procedures,

call Bowker Electronic Publishing toll-free
at l-800-323-3288. In New York,

Alaska, and Hawaii, please call us
col lect at 212-337-7190. You' l l

be feeling better in no time

For extra relief, try
Bod<s in Pint wih Book
Reviews Plus'"] with full-
text  rev iews t rom Lib-
rary Journal, Publishers
Weekly, School Library
Joarnal, BookJist, Choice,
Reference and Besearch
Book News,  SciTech
Book News, and Univer-
sity Press Book News.

Unlque, wo*-sav W sottware
malr€sitsimple.

O n - s c r e e n  p r o m p t s ,  i n -
stant helo screens. even a
special patron mode all in-
sure that you won't waste
a n y  t i m e  g e t t i n g  u p  a n d
running with Books in Print
P l u s .  C u s t o m  s e a r c h
through the  da tabase by
combining any or all ot up to
18 search cri teria. For ex-
amole. search for al l  t i t les
dealing with wine, published

gwkelEhclronicPublishing.AdivisionolRR.Bo{,kerAReedPuuishing(USA)Company.245WestlTlhSlreel,ibsYork,NYl{Dl1 Telex:12-7703;FAX:212-645-C1475
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If your online catalog contains misspellings, typographical
errors, and old forms of heaclings that confuse and frustrate
catalog users, contact Blackwell North America, the leader in
automated authority control for over 15 years Blackwell's
authority control service, based on Library of Congress name
and sub.ject authority files, standardizes heaclings for improvecl
online access Write or call today for more information on
Blackwell's Authority Control Service.
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NORTH AMERICA
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Serials Standards Work:
The Next Frontier

Sally C. Tseng, Janet L. Arcand, Judith M. Brugger,
Margaret Finn, Anton J. Olson, and Sally Somers

Serials, one of the more complicated areas of library technical endeav-
ors, has lacked the benefit of standards for a long time. Even now, with
standards beginning to be available, the majoriry of institutions are not
working within standard serialsformats. A survey to determine the use of
serials standards in libraries was conducted in 1988 by the American Li-
brary Association, Resources and Technical Services Division, Serials
Section, Committee to Study Serials Standqrds. In the spring of 1988 a
survey was sent to a group encompassing the Association of Research
Libraries members, CONSER participants, United States Newspaper
Program participants, Microform Project libraies, and some vendors
an^d librarians who attended the Committee meetings on a regular basis.

The survey questionnaire assessed the current level of seials stan-
dards awareness of librarians and vendors. Topics included the type of
serials systems used, standards relevant to serials control and union list-
ing and whether or not they are implemented, types and levels of training
staff received in the application of standards, benefits of the standards,
and areas where standards are most needed.

ll's automated systems expand into new areas such as binding, cancel-
lation, claiming, ordering, and other controls, the importance of existing
and developing national standards for serials cannot be ignored. In May
1988 the ALA RTSD Serials Section Committee to Study Serials Stan-
dards (called Committee to Study Serials Records before July 1988) de-
signed a questionnaire and conducted a survey to determine the use of seri-
als standards in libraries.

Sally C. Tseng is Principal Serials Cataloger, University of California, Irvine and Chair,
ALA RTSD SS Committee to Study Serials Standards; Janet L. Arcand is Serials Acquisi-
tions Librarian, Iowa State University; Judith M. Brugger is Fine Arts Cataloger, Olin Li-
brary, Cornell University; Margaret Finn was Head, Engineering/Architecture/Math Li-
brary, Catholic Universiiy of i,merica; Anton J. Oho-n is HeId, Technical Services,
Northwestern University Medical Llbrary; and Sally Somers is Assistant Universiry Li-
brarian for Technical Services, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana. Sally C.
Tseng thanks all Committee members, serving from 1986-1989, for their good work in
designing, conducting, and analyzing the survey data and in compiling the findings. Special
thanks also go to the librarians (appendix B) who took time to participate in this survey.
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Our goal was to assess the current level of standards awareness of both
librarians and vendors and to encourage the implementation of national
standards. Three hundred libraries were selected to participate in this sur-
vey. These libraries encompassed the Association of Research Libraries
members, CONSER participants, United States Newspaper Program par-
ticipants, Microform Project libraries, and some vendors and librarians
who attended the Committee meetings on a regular basis.

STNNVNNY OF GENERAL FTNITNcS AND SYSTEMS IN USE
GBNBneL: TYPEs oF LIBRARIES

The total number of responses received was 94 with the overwhelming
majority (69) coming from academic libraries (figure 1). A wide range of
types of libraries was represented in the responses including academic,
public, law, medical, state historical societies, and nonacademic research
libraries such as the Library of Congress, National Agricultural Library,
National Library of Medicine, and the National Library of Canada.

2.  r2Z
3 .2022 . r27 .  2 .L22

3 .207"
3 .207 .

r0 .642

73 .402

Figure l. Types of Libraries

Questions 1 - 10 focused on whether a library 's serials activities were au-
tomated or manual and the specific system used if the library reported that
an automated system was used.

QunsrroN 1: SsRram CHEcK-IN

In response to question l, asking whether serials check-in was auto-
mated or manual, 34libraries (38%) indicated check-in was automated and
57 (62%) indicated they operated a manual check-in system.

NOTIS and INNOVACQ were the most frequently used vendor systems
although they were closely followed by GEAC and the FAXON LINX sys-
tem. Several libraries reported using a system developed in-house that they
did not name (tigure 2).

I Academic
H Nat ' l& Res.
El Public
A Law
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Figure 2. Serials Check-in Systems Used

QuEsrroN 2: SBRrlr-s HololNcs

Question 2 dealtwith whether libraries had automated their serials hold-
ings. Fifty-one libraries (55%) reported that they had automated serials
holdings while 37 (40%) reported they had manual serials holdings and 5
(5%) did not answer the question.

The most numerous vendor-based systems were NOTIS (10) and OCLC
(1 1). In this category, however, the largest response of automated libraries
indicated they used systems developed in-house (13) (figure 3).
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Qunsrrou 3: SBRrer-s ClaIuINc

Serials claiming is still largely a manual operation. Fifty-four libraries
(58%) reported they operated a manual serials claiming system, while 37
(40%) indicated they had automated serials claiming; 2 libraries (2%) did
not answer the question.

At least 5 libraries reported using a vendor-based system for claiming
titles ordered through the vendor (FAXON or EBSCO or others); other-
wise they were running a manual system. Among those libraries indicating
they were automated, INNOVACQ, NOTIS, FAXON, MicroLINX, and
Ebsconet were used most frequently (figure 4).

Inhouse Hollis
oclc sc 3so

Fax M-Linx
PERLINE

ORPiI
Inhouse No Na

oclc
GEAC

Ebsconet
Faxon - Linx

NOTIS
Innovacq

NO. OF LIBS
Figure 4. Serials Claiming Systems Used

QunsrroN 4: SeRrRr-s BTNDTNG CoNrnol

Question 4 surveyed the state of automation of serials binding. The ma-
jority of libraries (58) (62%) responding to this question reported they op-
erated a manual system. Twenty-seven(287o) reported their operation was
automated; 9 (I0%) did not answer the question.

Of those indicating they were automated the largest number (9) used a
system developed in-house. INNOVACQ was used by 5 libraries and
among the bindery developed systems the ABLE, Heckman, andHertz-
berg systems were mentioned.

QuEsrroN 5: SrRrem AcqursnroNs
Responses to question 5 about serials acquisitions/ordering indicated an

almost even division between automated and manual systems. Forty-five
(48%) indicated their serials acquisitions were automated; 46 (49%) still
operate manual systems and3 (3%) did not answer the question.

At least 3 libraries reported using a vendor-based system for orders sent
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to them (EBSCO or FAXON) and otherwise running a manual acquisitions
systein. Among those using automated systems, INNOVACQ and NOTIS
were the vendor-based systems used most frequently; a significant number
(9) reported using an in-house developed sys-em.

QUESTToN 6: SBnrem FrscAL CoNrRoL
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o  1 0  2 0
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Figure 5. Serials Fiscal Control Systems Used

QuesrtoN 7: ONr.rNn CRrar-oc lNcr-uons SBRrer_s

most numerous used; however, the exceptionally large number of systems
used by libraries (24) is worth noting.

QursrroN 8: ONr-rNr Cereloc INcr-uoBs Senrer-s HoLDTNGs

- Question 8 surveyed whether libraries had online catalogs with serials
holdings included in them. Fifty-one libraries (55%) reported they had au-
tomated this aspect while 26 (28%) reported they were manual and 16
(I7%) did not ahswer the question. NOTIS *as the most frequently used
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vendor-supported system (9) but an exceptionally large number of systems
was mentioned.

QursrroN 9: CmcularroN INCLUDES SERTALS

Question 9 surveyed the question of circulation. Forty-eight (48) li-
braries (52%) indicated they have automated circulation systems while 33
(35%) operated manual systems; 12 respondents (I3%) did not answer the
question.

A significant number of libraries (8) operate a system developed in-
house. Among the vendor-based systems CLSI, NOTIS, and GEAC were
cited most frequently (figure 6).
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Figure 6. Serials Circulation Systems Used

IIvtpLlcattoNs oF THE FrNoncs

The wide range of automated systems, including those developed in-
house, points to the importance of utilizing national standards. As auto-
mated systems continue to develop, libraries will move from system to sys-
tem. The ability to move all types of records associated with serials
including bibliographic, binding, check-in, claiming, fiscal control, and
holdings information becomes increasingly important. If libraries adhere
to national standards moving from one system to another becomes little
more than a matter of loading tapes with the relevant data into the new sys-
tem. Vendor-based systems are also developing and undergoing change.
Although two systems, NOTIS and INNOVACQ, seem to dominate the
field at the present time, the survey indicates that there are a large number
of vendor systems used by research libraries. It seems likely that move-
ment within this group will continue as libraries learn more about their
needs with serials and automation.

Whether libraries use an in-house system or a vendor-based system the
need for them to utilize national standards is abundantly clear. The need to

0
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encourage_vendor-based systems to adopt and to implement national stan-
dards is of vital importance in library automation. 

^

STIMMARY oF trINDINGS oN STANDARDS
GBNenal

(239.56-198X), Standard Address Number (239.33-1977 (1982)), and,
the SISAC Code was largely or overwhelmingly negative.

QuesuoN 11: INTERNATToNAL Srexoano
Senrer NuMseRrNc -239 .9 -1979 (R 1984)

Quesrtox 12: SuruveRy LEvEL Hor.orrlcs-Z3g.42-1980
Twenty-four libraries (25%) made full use of this standard, and 9 li-

QuesuoN 13: Ssnram HolorNcs STATEMENTS
(Suruvenv AND DETATL LEvEL Hor,orNcs) -239.44-1996



lmplemented
Partial
No
Not Answered

L8Z

Figure 7. Summary and Detail Irvel HoldingsZ39.44-1986

these libraries implemented the standard for the U.S. Newspaper Project.
Again, two of those libraries not currently implementing this standard had
plans to do so in 1989 or 1990.

Note: 51 respondents use either 239 .42-1980 or 239.44-1986, its suc-
cessor, in some form or another.

QuesrroN 14 : Cotr,ttvtuNIcATIoN oF HoLDINGS/LocATIoN
DaII-USMARC Hot-lttlcs

QuesuoN 15: CI-eIus FoR MISSING IssuES
oF SERTALS -239 .45-1983

Seven libraries were making full use, and 2 partial use ofthis standard.
Their percentaSes,s% and2%, combine to indicate a rate of l0% ovetall.
Seveniy-three iibraries (75%) did not use the standard and 12 (12%) did
not answer the question. However, 3 libraries had plans to use it between
1988-1989.

QuESTIoN 16: CorupurERIZED SBRIRLS OnoeRs,
Clervs-Z39. 55- 1 98X (Dnanr)

Two libraries made full, and two partial use of it. Thei_r percentages of
2 % each combine to an ove rall 4 % . Seventy-six libraries (81 Vo) did not use
the standard and 14 (15%) did not answer the question. Five libraries indi-
cated future plans for its use in 1988 or 1989.

I
a
EI
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Figure 8. Data from USMARC Holdings/Location

QuEsrroN 17 : SBnrel Irervr IoBNTTFTER-Z39. 56- 1 98X (DRAFT)

_.O1" library each made full and partial use of this standard respectively.
Their percentages of l% eachcombine to form 2%. seventy-ninb libraries
(84%) did not use the standard and 13 (14%) did not answ6r the question.

QuEsTroN 18: IopNrrnrcATroN cooB FoR THE BOOK INDUSTRv
(SrrNoeno Aoonnss NuNasBR (SAN))-23 9.43-1977 ( 1980)

QunsrroN 19: SISAC BARCoDE IssuE/ARTTcLE
IDENTIFIER-SISAC CooB

No library surveyed is yet using it in full, but2 indicated making partial
ulg 9f it. Seventy-nine libraries (84%) did not use the standard and 13
(1470) did not answer the question. Two more libraries indicated plans for
the future use of the SISAC code in 1989.

There are a multitude of serial item identifiers in existence. some of
which are in a kind of competition with each other and some of which are

are compatible with the international standard, ISO 9115, also called the
BIBLID. A competing and noncompatible serial item code is the ADONIS
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known as the SISAC barcode.

QuesuoN 20: OrsrR STANDARDS

SuuuERY TABLES

(See tables 1 and 2.)

TABLE 1
Tot^* 

"t 
A"t*".s to Q

Yes Partial No No Answer

17. Serial item identifier (239.56-198X (draft)) I I
18. Standard Address Number (239.43-19'77) 8 4
19. Barcode issue/article (SISAC code) O 2

1 8 8
5 l  l 0
5 5 8
63 12
73 12
76 14
79 13
69 12
79 13

TABLE 2

PBncpNucns or Arr ANswnns

Yes Partial No No Answer

n. rssN (239.9-1979 (R1984)
12. Summary level holdings (239.42-1980)
13. Summary/detail level (239.M-1986)
14. Holdings/location data (USMARC Holdings)
15. Claims (239.45-1983)
16. Serials orders/claims (23955-198X (draft))
17. Serial item identifier (239.56-198X (draft))
18. Standard Address Number (239.43-1977)
19. Barcode issue/article (SISAC code)

57
25
t7
l5
8
2
1
9
0

l5
l0
18
)
2
2
I
4
2

9
l 1
9

13
12
l5
t4
t4

19
54
56
67
78
8 1
84
73
84 14

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Special libraries indicated they do not circulate their materials and they
feltthev have little need for those standards.

Som6 fbraries indicated that since they lack the time, staff, professional
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literature, or energy even to become aware of serials standards, they
would like to be told the easiest way to obtain copies of the 239 items. A
list of-current 239 publications is iited with ord-ering information at the
end ofthis article as a general reference.

IMPLICATIoNS oF FINDINGS oN STANDARDS UsE

2. efficient in union listings; and
3. effective in sharing resources.

FTNDTNGS oN QuESrroNS 21-34
Qunsrrou 21: Wuy Dn You DECTDE
Nor ro Werr non A FrNAL VBnsroN?

There was a high number of nonrespondents to this question. The total
number of respondents who left the question blank or who responded with
N/A (not applicable) was 63. While nonautomated libraries most fre-

A few institutions with in-house systems (n:2) indicatedthatthe special
nature of their materials promised tb cause probiems for any set of derials
standards. A few more (n:3) indicated that they were perfectly happy
with the local standards they had to develop. Two institutions indicatbd
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that they were still waiting for final versions of the standards before apply-
ing them.-One 

librarian had the honesty to.respond that he/she had simply been
unaware of the standards. A few institutions use what standards were
available when they went into automation or built their union lists a few
yeafs ago.

QuEsrIoN 22: How DID You DEAL WITH DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
INrBNIrvr DNErr YOU APPIIED AND THE FINAL VSRSTON?

dards.

QuEsrIoN 23: How DID You TneIN Youn SrnFr
IN THE APPLICATION OF STANDARDS?

The largest single category of response was, again, no response (n:56;
NIA:24, and 0:32).

The range of detaii offered by respondents varied widely, and can only
be classifi-ed quite subjectively-. On-e institution was content to state that
'oWe showed^them how we wanted data recorded," while another in-
formed us that it used "239.44-1986 and the vendor's paper on holdings,
which [was] discussed with the staff."

All kinds-of training methods are in use: small groups orientations and
workshops (n:10), oie-on-one instruction (n:J\i memos and procedure
manuals^(n: 14), 

-and 
self-instruction (n:6). Whether written or oral'
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Some institutions had librarians study the standards and prepare docu-
mentation or develop a local procedures manual with format examples.
Some went through vendors' manuals with staff or issued local policy
statements as needed.

QuEsrrou 24: Wrnr LevBl on
DETAIL Dlo You Exppct THnu To KNow?

Only 50 of the libraries surveyed did not answer this question (0:35;
N/A-15). Ten institutions required partial knowledge of the standard;
eight required minimal; and four indicated that the level of knowledge re-
quired varied with the level of the staff involved.

QuesrroN 25: Dm You DEsrcN SpEcrFrc
Tnenntc MATERIALS IN THIS Anna?

Eighty-four of the respondents gave a negative response to this question
(34=0; 12:N/A; 37:No). Ten saidthatthey did design specific lraining
materials for standards.

All but one of the ten institutions that indicated they had designed spe-
cific training materials for standards work also indicated (in question 23)
that they had some type of written procedures for the use of their staff.

In response to question 23,37 institutions claimed to have trained their
staff in the use of serials standards. Seven of these institutions made it clear
that they had integrated the standards training into other training programs
forother systems. However, in light of this question, that number should
perhaps be adjusted upwards to2T. Allin all, there was some troublesome
correspondence in the answers to this part of the survey. One institution,
for example, indicated in response to question 25 that it had relied upon
vendor's documentation for their standards training; however, in response
to question 23, itcited the standards document that it had had the staff read
without reference to its provenance.

A handful of libraries responding to the questionnaire provided samples
of their training documentation.

QuEsrtoN 26: Wunr Erronrs HAVE You MADE To FAMrLrAnrzn Youn
PueI-rc SnRvrcps Srarr wrrH THE SrRNoeRos You Eruployr

QuEsrroN 27: WHar Lnvul oF DETATL Dro You ENCoURAGE THEM
TO KNOW?
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QunsrIoN 28: Hl,vB You DESIGNED ANY INFoRMATIoN MATERIALS
pon TuBtvtt

QunsuoN 29: HavB You TRIED To APPLY STANDARDS
mro TseN Heo ro TenoR Tnrrra FoR LocAL UsE?

In the area of application of standards the overwhelming indication of
the libraries survey-ed was to tailor standards to accommodate local usage.
Only one library slated that it altered local practice in order to adhere to a
national standard.

QuEsuoN 30: Do You FINo Ir USEFUL
IF THE VENDOR HES APPLED STANDARDS?

QursrtoN 31: IN WoRKTNGwITH VENDoRS, How BsNBncnL
Hevg YOU FOUND STRNOINOS TO BE?

QursrroN 32: IN WHAT NEw AREAS
Ane STANOARDS MOST NSEOEO?

meration. etc.
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QuesrroN 33: ReasoNS FoR Nor IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS?

As can be seen from the responses to Part B of the survey, use of stan-
dards relevant to serials control is not widespread. The only standard used
by more than5O% of the libraries responding to the survey is the Interna-
tional Standard Serial Number (ISSN). Full or partial use of the other stan-
dards varied from2% to 36%. The reasons given by libraries for this low
level of use fall into five categories:

1. Twenty-eight libraries stated that they were waiting for the automa-
tion oftheir serials operations before adopting standards.

2. Nineteen libraries, most of which had automated their serials opera-

dards for serial records.
3. Twelve libraries with automated serials operations responded that

they were waiting for their vendors to implement standards in their
system.*

4. Five libraries are waitine for the final versions of various standards
before proceeding with i-heir implementation.

5. Four libraries indicated that there were problems connected with the
public displays of serials records using standards, and that this was
what was delaying their implementation.

QunsuoN 34: CorraueNrs
Most respondents to the survey seemed to agree that standards are "es-

sential" anld "extremely important." Most libraries seem to wait until
their serials operations are automated before adopting standards. But be-
yond automation is the costly and time-consuming process of converting
serial records to conform to standards.

CoNcr,usroN

vances in serials standards work. Moreover, the naturally complex nature

*It is interesting to compare this response with the responses of six vendors who were
interviewed during a preliminary survey of serials standard use in 1987. This survey was
also done by the Committee. In ihat preiiminary survey only one of the vendors said that it
had implemented standards other than ISSN. Most of the vendors stated that they would
respond to their customers' demands, but up to that time their customers had not insisted
upon implementing serials standards.
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of serials seems to have combined with a desire to set problems aside that
retards the wholesale creation and acceptance of serials standards by sys-
tems vendors. But the most disheartening fact about serials standards work
is that most technical services librarians don't seem to know about them.
don't have anything to say about them, and haven't really considered
them.

RECOMMENDATIoNS

Members of the ALA RTSD SS Committee to Studv Serials Stan-
dards recommend that there be more programs, wofkshops, and
seminars on serials standards. There is a need for more education
concerning the existence ofstandards, the content ofthese standards,
and the advantages ofusing standards.
We recommend that there be a trial period for any new draft stan-
dards. Participating libraries should encompass all types of libraries
so as to receive sufficient feedback and input before a draft becomes
an official standard. Therefore libraries do not have to tailor them for
local use at a later date.
We recommend that librarians strongly consider choosing and re-
questing systems that meet the standards as the prerequisite for long-
range library planning efforts.
We recommend that programmers adhere to national standards and
that there be a continuing effort to modiff and make plans for modifi-
cation of local or present systems to conform to national standards or
to handle changes and revisions in available standards.
We recommend widespread adoption of standards for better com-
munication, information exchange and sharing, data transfer from
one system to another, union listing, etc.

1 .

2.

J .

4 .

5 .

239.1-1977
239.2-1985
239.4-1984
239.5-1985
239.6-1983
239.7-1983

Appnnox A: NISO SrANulnos Av.lrllnlB ls or Mlv 1989

Periodicals: Format and Arransement
Bibl iographic Information lnteichange
Basic Criteria for Indexes
Abbreviation of Titles of Publications

239.8-1977 (R1984)
239.9-1979 (Rl984)
239.r0-r97t (R1977)
z39.rt-1972 (1983).
239.12-19'12 (R1984)
239.13-r9',79 (R1984)

239.14-1979 (1987)
239.r5-r980
239.16-1979 (R1985)
239.18-1987

239.19-1980
239.20-1983
239.21-1980
239.22-t981

Trade Catalogs
Library Statistics
Compiling Book Publishing Statistics
International Standard Serial Numbering (ISSN)
Directories of Libraries and Information Centers
System for the Romanization of Japanese
Svstem for the Romanization of Arabic
Describing Books in Advertisements, Catalogs, Promotional Ma-

terials and Book Jackets
Writing Abstracts
Title Leaves of a Book
Preparation of Scientifrc Papers for Written or Oral Presentation
Scientific and Technical Reports-Organization, Preparation and

Production
Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure, Construction and Use
Criteria for Price Indexes for Librarv Materials
Book Numbering (ISBN)
Proof Corrections



239.23-t983
239.24-1976
239.25-t975
239.26-198r
239.27-1984

239.29-1977
239.30-t982
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Standard Technical Report Number (STRN), Format and Creation
System for the Romanization of Slavic, Cyrillic Characters
Romanization of Hebrew
Advertising of Micropublications
Structure for the Representation of Names of Countries, Depen-

dencies, and Areas of Special Sovereignty for Information Inter-
change

Bibliographic References
Order Form for Single Titles of Library Materials in 3-inch-by-5-

inch Format
239.31-1976 (R1983) Format for Scientific and Technical Translations
239.32-1981 InformationonMicroficheHeadings
239.33-1977 (R1988) Development of Identification Codes for Use by the Bibliographic

Community
239.34-1977 (R1983) Synoptics

System for the Romanization of Lao, Khmer and Pali
System for the Romanization of Armenian
Compiling Newspaper and Periodical Publishing Statistics
Compiling U. S. Microform Publishing Statistics
Book Spine Formats
Summary Level Holdings (Superseded by 239.M)
Identification Code for the Book Industry (SAN)
Serials Holding Statements
Claims for Missing Issues of Serials
Identification of Bibliographic Data on and Relating to Patent Doc-

uments
Extended Latin Alphabet Coded Character Set for Bibliographic

Use (ANSEL)
Permanence of Paper for Printed Library Materials
Computerized Book Ordering
Information Retrieval Service Definition and Protocol Specifica-

tion
Standard Order Form for Multiple Titles of Library Materials
Codes for the Representation of Languages for Information Inter-

change for Library Applications
Recording, Use, and Display of Patent Application Data in Printed

and Computer-Readable Publications and Services
Permanent and Durable Librarv Cards

239.35-1979
239.37-1979
239.39-1979 (R1988)
239.40-1979 (1987)
239.4r-t979
239.42-1980
239.43-1980
239.4-1986
239.45-1983
239.46-1983

239.47-t985

239.48-1984
239.49-1985
239.50-1988

239.52-1987
239.53-1987

239.6t-1987

285.1-1980
Catalog

239.55-198X (draft) Computerized Serials Orders, Claims, etc.
239.56-198X (draft) Serial Item Identifrer

The above standards are available from Transaction Publishers, Dept. NISO Standards,
Rutgers-The State Universiry, New Brunswick, NJ 08903.

NISO Standards are also available from ANSI, American National Standards Institute,
and from the National Information Standards Organization, National Institute of Standards
andTechnology, National Bureau of Standards, Xdministration 101, Library RoomE-106,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899. Telephone: 301-975-2814. Patricia Harris, Executive Director.

SISAC stands for the Serials Industry Systems Advisory Committee. SISAC is an indus-
try group formed in 1982 to develop voluntary standardized fomats for electronically
transmitting serial information and to present the formats for adoption as American na-
tional standards. For more information please contact: Book Industry Study Group, Inc.,
160 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010. Telephone: 212-929-1393.

Appnuox B: InsrrrrrrroNs THAT PARTTcTpATED rN Trils Sunl'ny

American Antiquarian Societv
California Institute of Technology
Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, National Research Council of

Canada
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Case Western Reserve University
Center for Research Libraries
Colorado State University
Columbia University
Cornell University
EBSCO Subscription Services
Emory University
Florida State Universiw
Free Library of Philadrllphia
George Washington University. Burns Law Library
George Washington Universiry. Gelman Library
Harvard University
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Iowa State University
Kansas State Historical SocieW
Kansas State Universitv
Kent State University 

'

Library ofCongress. Serial Record Division
Library of Congress. Serials & Government Publications Division, Newspaper Section
Los Angeles County Law Library
Mississippi College
Mississippi Library Commission
Mississippi State University
National Agricultural Library
National Library of Canada
National Llbrary of Medicine
New York Public Librarv
Newberry Library
North Carolina State University
Northwestern University
Northwestern Universiw. Medical Librarv
Pasadena Dept. oflnfonnation Services 

-

Pennsylvania State University
Queen's University
Rice Universiw
Rutgers Univeisity
San Francisco State University
Smithsonian Institution
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
State Historical Society of Wisconsin
State Library of Pennsylvania
State University of New York, Buffalo
State University of New York, Buffalo. Health Science Library
Syracuse University
Temple University
Texas Tech University
Trinity University
Union College
United States Dept. of the Interior. Division of Information & Library Services
University of Alabama
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Riverside
University of California, San Diego
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Georgia
University of Hawaii, Honolulu
University of Hawaii, Manoa
University of Iowa
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University of Kansas
University of Kentucky
Universiry of La Verne
University of Lowell
University of Manitoba
University of Maryland, College Park
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
University of Miami
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri, Kansas City
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
University of Nebraska, Omaha
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Universitv of New Mexico
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina, Charlotte
University of Oklahoma
University of Oregon, Eugene
University of Pennsylvania
University of South Carolina
University of Toronto
Universiry of Utah
University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
Washington State University
Washington University, St. Louis
West Chester Universiry
Yeshiva University Law Library
York University



EBSCO believes in providing the best in serials service to our
library customers. 5o we've designed our services with you.
the librarian, in mind. Take a look atjust a few of the many
benefits you receive when you order through EBSCO:

o Accurate. on-time order placement
o Comprehensive international serials service
o Customized serials management reports
o Invoice information in machine-readable form
o EBSCONET@ Online Subscription Service
o Interfacing with major automated library systems
o CD-ROM products and hardware available

To learn about these and other EBSCO serials services for
libraries, contact us today. Let us show you what we mean
when we say EBSCO is serials service for libraries.

International Headquarters
PO Box 1943

Birmingham. AL3520l
(20s199t-6600
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Education for
Acquisitions: A History

Karen A. Schmidt

Once an essential part of the library school curriculum, acquisitions in
the present day rarely, if ever, is taught on a regular basis. Acquisitions
is seen not simply as a specialization of a relatively few librarians , but as
a fundamental part of the work of librarians in mnny settings. A review of
early Jbrmnl training in acquisitions and the textboolcs pertaining to the
subject, and qn analysis ofthe literature provide anhistorical perspec-
tive on educationfor acquisitions, and suggest elements that mny provide
basic and adequate training in acquisitions useful to qll librariqns.

ll,cquisitions, the process by which libraries order, claim, and receive
material, was once an essential part of the library school curriculum. In the
early days oflibrary science education, until the 1930s, training for acqui-
sitions work was a fundamental part of any librarian's education and in-
cluded detailed work in order processes, book and serial purchasing, dis-
cussions on the interworkings of the publishing industry, handling of gifts
and exchanges, and accessioning, as well as some of the fundamentals of
what we today call collection develooment.

Today, acqirisitions rarc|y, if ever, finds itself the topic of concentrated
learning in library schools. For those librarians choosing work outside the
specialization of acquisitions, this deficiency appears to have little effect.
It can be argued, however, that all librarians can benefit from knowledge
of how a library procures materials, and how the economics of the publish-
ing and bookselling industries affect our collections and our collecting. In
addition, there are the many librarians who are themselves involved in ac-
quisitions work, be it in sm-aUer libraries in which one librarian may serve
several functions or in larger libraries where size justifies a separate acqui-
sitions department. Hewitt recently noted, "Acquisitions is a professional
specialization learned almost entirely on the job. . . . Almost all librarians
must deal with acquisitions as users of a service critical to their own func-
tions, yet few are prepared to interact with acquisitions in an informed
way."' Librarians handling acquisitions frequently find themselves rein-
venting the wheel from day to day, learning through serendipity and by
mistake how to procure the materials their libraries need efficiently and
economically. Among acquisitions librarians and their colleagues in the

Karen A. Schmidt is Acquisitions Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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books and periodicals vending field, this lack of formal education is a vex-
ing situation.

An historical review of formal education for acquisitions is useful in dis-
covering the content of the lost training, and in discerning which of its ele-
ments might be resuscitated. The literature on education for professional
acquisitions work is sparse. No single book, article, or chapter in a book
covers the history of acquisitions education, and interest in the topic has
been sporadic. To gain an historical perspective or-r tt-re topic, it is useful to
review courses on acquisitions that have been taught in selected library sci-
ence schools. A review of acquisitions textbooks used in the past century
of library education in the United States is equally helpful. Viewed in tan-
dem with the few writings on the topic, one gains insight into how this as-
pect of librarianship has been treated.

LBRARY ScTTooT, PROGRAMS

Certain library education programs have set the tone for most of the
other programs in the United States. This seminal group of schools in-
cludes Columbia College, established in 1886 (soon relocated to the New
York State Department of Education in Albany), Pratt Institute (estab-
lished in 1890), Drexel Institute (organized in 1892), Armour Institute (es-
tablished in 1893 and soon relocated to the University of Illinois), the Uni-
versity of Chicago (which opened with Carnegie support in 1925 and
offered the field's first doctoral program), and Columbia University
(which absorbed the school inAlbany and theprogram atNew YorkPublic
Library). The initial establishment of these schools covers almost forty
years, from the founding of Dewey's school at Columbia in 1886 to the
establishment of the University of Chicago Graduate Library School in
1925. A review of these programs provides an intimate look at the devel-
opment of acquisitions education in American library schools.

The oldest progr:rm, the Columbia College School of Library Economy
(laterthe New York State School of Library Science and still later merged
with the School of Library Service at Columbia University), also pre-
sented the first structured educational approach to acquisitions work. Un-
like traditional programs of lecture and practice work, in which material
such as cataloging was presented, acquisitions work was treated in 1886
with "other methods of instruction." These variant teaching methods,
when applied to acquisitions (or "order work" as it was then called) in-
volved "visits under guidance to representative houses, where can be
learned to the best advantage so much as a librarian needs to know about
publishi^ng, book-selling, book-auctions, [and] second-hand book-
stores."'In addition, "object teaching" was employed, including "buy-
ing, with warnings and suggestions on how to get the most for the money
[with] various tables to show net cost to the library of books at the usual
price per franc, marc [sic], shilling, etc., after adding commissions, fee,
freight, insurance, duties, brokerage, etc."'Finally, order work was also
treated as part of a traditional lecture course on administration. That
course addressed the basic order system, systems for indexing order files,
creation of ordering forms, and receipt- and invoice-checking." Education
in the technical aspects of librarianship, including acquisitions training,
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course.
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librarybuy books in large lots at long intervals, or in small lots at shorter
intervals? Give reasons. ""

- _ Until the 1970s, it was more or less standard operating procedure at the
University of Illinois library school to offer a couise coni6rned with order

that time.
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mately the same time, both Illinois an

TEXTBOOKS

The development of textbooks anc
leled the rise and fall of interest in i
programs. Since much of the early
demonstration and visits to publishinl
se. Dewey's Library Notes was the f
teaching any library science topic, and the first ist
cluded 5asi6 discusiioni of accissioning and book-buying.' Curricula for
early classes were developed year by year within each school, and were
exchanged among instructbrs at suchh-eetings as the A^LA Annual.Confer-
ence of 1885 at I-ut" Ceo.g" ana ttre Milwaikee Conference of 1886." In
1908" the Committee on Library Trt
tionof the A.L.A. Manunlof Library.

itions work, and included training in
:ial subscriptions, accessioning, gifts

braries, published by the American
ance of its editorial committee and thr
Study Committee." Drury's text, li
tremely detailed, and set out to teach
routines for acquiring purchases and gifts; to develop jud_gement in the var-
ious phases of6rder ibrk . . . to know how to count books at the accession
desi. . . to understand the necessary processes in the mechanical prepara-
tion of bqgks . . . [andl . . . to disiinguish the essentials in statistics and
reports. "'"

The Cannon and Drury works were keY te
many years. Later training material
chapter within a larger topic. In 193
syllabus on "Principles of Library t
detailed course outline that devoted
tions was the object of only two chapters in Taube
Libraries text, published in 1954," ind less than on€ page in his 1959 sylla-
bld6- Outline for the Course in Current Problems in Technical Services in
Libraries.tn More substantial essays on acquisitions work were published
as a result of an institute conducted by the University of Illinois Graduate
school of Library Science in 1962.* Almost half of_the chapters in selec-
tion and Acquisitions Procedures in Medium-Sized and 4rS" Libraries
dealt with soime aspect of acquisitions work, and portrayed the general ed-
ucational move away from a prescriptive approach to the topic.
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K.orBssroNAL CoNCERN

partments of libraries, rather than in the library schools, that experiments
in acquisitions are being made. . . . I would like to see the library schools
doing more on the level of education and scholarship."*'

One year latet, a Drexel Library Quanerly "Curiiculum" column ad-
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majority of acquisitions librarians would claim their acquisitions educa-
tion came on th'eiob, as a result of work with vendors and colleagues. She
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Library Research and Writing:
A Personal Adventure

Sally Jo Reynolds

A summary ofthe author's sabbatical leave experiences qnd reading on
library research methods and writing for publication. It describes the
techniques of locating and reading library materials, note-taking, and
ryriting. It includes afew basic rules and some avoidable pitfalls the au-
thorfound through trial and error. Many of the citedworki iere not wit-
ten by librarians, ahhough research and writing are part ofthe daily ac-
tivities of most librarians.

IVlore than thirty years ago, Jesse Shera asked why few librarians study
research questions. He concluded that the oroblem was not librarians' in-
abilitv to do research but their focus on case studies that could not be sener-
alized.'

Since then the authors of several articles have analyzed the relationship
between research and the service functions of most library positions; the
amount of discretionary time available within the work week; the value of
research itself: and the distinction in roles between teachine facultv and
librarians. There is no consensus on these issues.'The presince of iemi-
nars on research methods in the programs of several recent national con-
ferences'may indicate a continuing c-oncern with the amount of library re-
search or a continuing belief that librarians will do more research if they
are encouraged to build on the skills they already possess.

Librarians analyze and evaluate materials, search for information, and
determine the subject content and significance of texts. It may be difficult
to broaden these activities into research projects, but the techniques should
be applicable to research. This was my assumption when I began a sabbati-
cal project on subject cataloging without first ieading about research meth-
ods.

A DBTnUTToN oF RESEARcH

Research has been defined as "being able to frame a significant ques-
tion,"o or "any syste-matic quest for knowledge that is characterize-d by
disciplined inquiry. "'

My problem was that I did not focus on a single question but rather on
two of them: Is there a coherent theoretical basis for subject cataloging

Sally Jo Reynolds is Head of Cataloging, The American University Library, Washington,
D . C .
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two projects.

Trm LTTNnITURE SEARCII

most influential writings, and concentrate on the current issues.
Before I began, I worried that I would reach a point where I did not know

what to do next. This never happened; often I had the opposite problem of

dex, and citations.
I continued the literature search until I had read most of the sources cited

in bibliographies and until the new readings restated the same information
and positions I had already encountered elsewhere.

LoclrlNc M.lrnnws

As a researcher, I suffered from the same frustrations as other library
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umes when I had several citations to a serial title.

T.qrrNc Norns
One major problem in note-taking is recognizing significant points, es-

pecially af the beginning before thelopic takEs sha[e. idecidedihat it was
better to take too many notes than to need additional information later from
sources I already had consulted.

I tried to take careful notes and complete citations since nothing is more
annoying than to have to track down a citation, especially if it involves a
trip across town, because it was not accurately and completely transcribed
in the first place. I also wanted to be certain to give credit to other authors if
I used their ideas or research. The one dilemma I never resolved was
whether to take credit for an idea or opinion I held before I read it in an-
other author's work. Probably, the only safe way to handle this situation is
with a footnote that states the article confirmed my previous opinion.

Onrcrn.rr, Souncns
The literature search enabled me only to combine and paraphrase the

opinions and research of others. In order to reach my own insights and
conclusions, I needed to consult original documents. This was the next step
of the project.

determine general policies from specific practices, but I was trying to ap-
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that supported the new conclusions I reached.

OncaNrzrNc NOTES

As I organized my notes, I practiced the subject cataloging techniques I
read abouiby definihg terms, trying to apply them consistently, and break-
ing topics inio subtopics when I had too many notes under a single heading.
I developed a table bf contents with cross-references to avoid putting re-

copy some of them in order to put them in two places.

WnrrrNc

ning, conclusion, and transition sentences last.
Each type of writing follows its own formula. Research reports gener-
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ally include a discussion of the reason for the research, including the theo-
retical background and any previous studies, a statement ofthe research
question, any hypotheses that were tested, the procedures and methods
employed, the facts or data assembled and their interpretation, and the
conclusions." The research question and its importance must be clear to
the reader and the discussion must be directed to those who know enough
about the topic to grasp the argument but not so much that they learn noth-
ing new from the research. "

REWRITING

The initial draft of a report merely translates ideas into words. It takes a
surprising amount of time to revise, rewrite, reorganize, prune, and proof
the report. Usually a writer does this more than once, testing each sentence

The English language permits the same thing to be said in many ways
and it is difficult to find the best words. Often I mentally composed sec-
tions of a report that I could not remember at the terminal. I iometimes
consulted a dictionary or thesaurus for precision and variety, but in general
I believe that the first word that occurs to me will best suit my writing style.

Several style manuals and research handbooks include writin{tifs."
From experience I know that I use too many words, especially unnecessary
modifiers, and too many passive verbs. (For example, the preceding sen-
tence originally read: From experience I know that the major faults in my
writing are too many words, especially unnecessary modifiers, and over-
use of the passive voice). Whenever I draft a report I read it one extra time
to find examples of these tendencies. The change to active from passive
voice often shortens a sentence, but I have difficirlty spotting unnecessary
modifiers, probably because they are common in everyday American dis-
course.

"Almost any manuscript will be strengthened by being cut."'' How-
ever, all of the rules, from writing according to a formula to being as suc-
cinct as possible, can be carried too far. "Rumor has it that a popular nov-
elist, asked by a beginner how to write a detective story, advised
combining a glimmering of religion, a touch of class, a soupgon of sex, and
a strong aura of mystery. The resulting story ran .as follows: 'My God,'
said the Duchess, 'I'm pregnant. Who done it?' "'"

I was not satisfied with the final version of my report, and, perhaps, I
never would have been. Different wording and additional points occurred
to me even after I had submitted it. But with mv sabbatical leave runnins
out, I had to limit the revision time.

CrrlrroNs
Although I knew better, I began to compile my references on sheets of

paper rather than on cards, one citation per card, and I had to transfer
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NESS.
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Analysis of a Bibliographic
Database Enhanced with a
Library Classification

5ql"tt llarkey Drabenstott, Anh N. Demeyer,
Jeffrey Gerckens, and Daryl T. Poe

catalog offered users additional subiect strate gies not feasible
thyough the alphabetical approaches of subject head
ofexisting online catalogs. This paper-describes how
thlough the alphabetical approaches of subject
of existing online catalo gs. Thi s pape r-de s cribe ;
ords were enhanced with .subieci te-rms {rom thp

s and
c rec-

ords were enhanced with subjeci terms -{rom the DDC. Results ihow that
the DDC.was a major contributor of unique, general subject terms to bib-
liograp_hic databases. Incorporatid in-onliie catalogi, the DDC, and
possibly oth-er library classifications, can enhance iubject access and.
provide additional subject searching strategies to system users.

ENHANCING SusJEcT ACCESS
TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES
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and one commercial database (Superindex) with indexing approaches sim-
ilar to SAP.' Staff at two libraries-the Australian Defense Force Acad-

automatically assigned to bibliographic records by the_computer when the
class numbei' of aiiUtiographicleiord matched the class number associ-
ated with a Schedule caption and/or Relative Index entry._Thus, enhance-
ment of bibliographic rlcords was a computerized procedure and manual
data entry was not necessary.

BACKGROUND OF TIIE DDC ONT,TNE PROJECT
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class numbers in both schedules and Index. The project team designed and
developed new approaches to subject searching arid browsins that were
unique to online catalog development. Through the subject fnformation
from the DDC and addiiional searching approlches, seaichers of the ex-
perimental online catalog had greater c[an'c-es of finding exactly the topics
they were seeking.

The effectiveness of the DDC in an online catalog was tested in retrieval
experiments with library patrons and staff at th6 four participating li-
braries. Results of the tests determined that the online DDC impioved'the
sellctr performance of subject searchers at the online catalog.T^

This paper describes how the four bibliographic databases 6fthe experi-
mental -online gatalog were built from subject information in the DDC
Schedules and Relative Index and from four-participating libraries'biblio-
elanflc records. The databases were then anilyzedio deiermine the extent
of subject enhancement by the DDC schedules and Relative Index. Results
of the database analysis demonstrated that the DDC was a maior contribu-
tor of unique, general subject terms to bibliographic databas6s.

MACHINE-READABLE Scrrnuur,n Rpconns
Three DDC schedule records are shown in a machine-readable format

in figu-re 1. Each record contains a variable number of fields, each pre-
ceded by a two- or three-letter tas.

Although there were thirty-fi;e different fields in schedule records,
only six fields were added to the experimental online catalog because they

i sq840313103322962
rno70229500
me796.5
met0utdoor I i fe
s r fSchedu le-Fu l l  Ed .

i sq840313103322970
rno70229600
me796.51
metl , /alk ing
nchtdrC lass  here  backpack ing
ncr@xFor  wa lk ing  in  spec i f i c  k inds  o f  te r ra in ,  see  796.52
sr fSchedu le-Fu l l  Ed .

i sq840313103322987
rno70229700
me796 .52
met l {a ' l k ing  and exp lo r ing  in  var ious  spec i f i c  k inds  o f  te r ra in
sr fSchedu le-Fu l l  Ed .

Figure l. DDC Schedule Records in a Machine-Readable Format
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contained subject terms that described the subject matter of books assigned
the particular class number:

1. Schedule class number
2. Schedule caption
3. Example notes
4. Including notes
5. Class here notes
6. General notes

changed to the following:

Inst Digit Caption
Philosophy and theory
Miscellany
Dictionaries and encyclopedias
(not found)
Serial publications
Organizations and management
Study and teaching
With respect to groups of persons
From a historical and geographical viewpoint

Without this change, system users would have been directed to outlines
of DDc Schedule ciptions solely composed of the phrase ' 'Standard sub-
divisions. "

The number of Schedule records received from Forest Press was equal

1
2
J

4
5
6
7
8
9
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TABLE 1
DDC eNp BIBLIoGRAPHIC REcoRDS

LC NYSL PLCFC UI

1,1'n r79 529 282
|,7r4 183 '725 287
2,162 228 r,345 753
1,956 228 1,014 706

11,865 8,144 9,719 7,603

No. Schedule records received
No. Schedule records added to catalos
No. Relative Index entry records rece'ived
No. Relative Index entry records added to catalos
No. bibliographic records received and added to-

catalos

M.q,cHINE-READABLE RELATIVE INDEX RECORDS

i  sq8404130203209306
rno510930
i xa0utdoor
ixb l  i fe
i  xcspor ts
i  xn796 .5
i r f lndex-Fu l  I  Ed .

i sq84041302 437 4617
rno80746 1
i x a W a l k i n g  ( s p o r t s )
ixbrecrea t ion
i  x n 7 9 6 . 5 1
i r f lndex-Fu l l  Ed .

i sq84041301 4917 438
rno401743
i xaHi kers
ixbb iog .  &  work
ixn796.510 92
i r f lndex-Fu l  I  Ed .

Figure 2.DDC Relative Index Records in a Machine-Readable Format
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bibliographic records were eliminated (see table 1)'

MACHINE.READABLE BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS
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tion was added to the bibliographic record because captions at this level
were usually indicative of the subject matter of library material.

FIELDS IN ENHANCED
Bmr,TocupHIC RECORDS

In table 2, bibliographic record fields selected for indexing and display
in the experimental online catalog are listed along with the total number of
fields in each library's database, average number of fields per biblio-
graphic record, and the percentage of records without these fields in the
database.

The average number of subject headings per bibliographic record was
2.26 in Library of Congress (LC) records. These records were cataloged
by LC in late 1983 and the average number per record was comparable to
the average of 2.289 reported in d sudy of Lt records cataloged in1974.8
The average number of subject headings per bibliographic record in the
New York State Library, Public Library of Columbus and Franklin
County, and University of Illinois databases ranged from I.1,4to l.46.The
average number of subject headings per bibliographic record in the data-
bases of these three libraries was comparable to the 1.3 average headings
reported in four separate studies.e'10,'1''2

The NYSL database had the largest percentage of records (35.98%)
without subject headings. Disregarding NYSL records without subject
headings, the remaining records had an average of 1.8 subjectheadings per
record. When Schedule captions were added to NYSL records without
subject headings, they often provided context to help users determine what
the book was about. For example, the subject of an item entitled Queen of
the Lakes would not have been readily apparent without the inclusion of the
Dewey subject field.

DEWEY NUMBER 917.4797 L71
TITLE Queen of the Lakes.
DEWEY SUBJECT Geography of and travel in Western counties.

AUTHOR
PUBLISHED

Geography of and travel in Buffalo.
Lidstone, James Torrington Spencer.
1952

About 20% of LC records and23% of PLCFC records were not en-
hanced by Relative Index entries. This meant that they were not retrievable
by selecting a Relative Index entry in an alphabetical search and asking for
a display of bibliographic records. Only 1 .34% of Ulrecords were not en-
hanced with Relative Index entries and could not be so accessed.

All records in the four libraries' databases were enhanced with Schedule
captions. Approximately three-quarters of LC and UI records contained
notes from the DDC Schedules. Almost all bibliographic records had call
number, author, title, and publisher fields. Some had edition, series, and/
or sponsor fields.

FTnT,os IN SCIIEDTJLE IIECORDS

Experimental online catalog searchers accessed Schedule records when
searching and browsing the classification through three subject searching
capabilities. The Schedule record shown in figure 3 for class number
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TABLE 2

Nuunrns aNo Pnncei.lrncrs or FIrLps IN ENHANCED
BrsLrocRApHrc RECoRDS

Library of Congress
Field Counts

DDC Relative Index
Entry 24,288 2.05 20.48

DDC Caption 11,865 1.00 0.00
DDC Notes 16,952 1.43 27.70

t2,079 1.48
8,144 1.00
2,690 0.33

0.04 9,322 l . l4
90.37 126 0.02
0.00 8,144 1.00
8.82 7,36s 0.90

96.47 2,354 0.29
97.96 25 0.00
0.00 8,144 1.00
0.00 7,895 0.97

100.00 7 0.00
68.23 113 0.01
96.54 47 0.01

100.00 0 0.00
99.23 NA NA
87.75 t28 0.02
87.43 3 0.00
0.00 29,320 3.60
O.OO NA NA
NA 9 ,414  l . l 0

New York State Library
Field Counts

Average Without Field Average Without Field
Field Total per Record % in Database Total per Record % inDatabase

LC Subject 26,827 2.26
Edition 1,143 0.10
DDC Call Number 11,865 1.00
Author 16,704 l.4l
Sponsor 422 0.04
Alternate Title 247 O.O2
Tirle [,865 1.00
Publisher 11.865 1.00
Series Title 0 0.00
Series 3.919 0.33
Contents 410 0.03
Genre 0 0.00
Subheading lO2 0.01
Title Added 1,702 O.l4
Series Added 1,530 0.13
DDC Class Number 81,479 6.87
LC Call Number 11,865 1.00
Collection NA NA
Number of bib. records : I I ,865
Number of fields : 235,050

11.70
0.00

70.38

35.98
98.45
0.00

22.08
76.61
99.72
0.00
3.06

99.91
98.67
99.44

r00.00
NA

98.53
99.96
98.45

NA
0.00

Numberofbib. records : 8,144
Numberof fields : lO5,32O

658.3145 was composed of Schedule class number, caption and note
fields, Relative Index entries, and first-listed subject headings in biblio-
graphic records. Whenbrowsing the Schedules online, searchers could se-
lect a caption to obtain Schedule records that bore all of the information
shown in figure 3 except first-listed subject headings.

Table 3 contains summary statistics for Schedule records including the
average number of elements per Schedule record. For example, there were
a total of 9,292 unique, first-listed subject headings in the LC database
linked to a total of t,7 14 unique DDC class numbers. The average number
of unique subject headings linked to unique class numbers in this database
was 5.4. The range of unique subject headings linked to one class number
ranged from a loiv of 0 to a trignbf 440. Th"e class number linked to this
high of 440 subject headings was 338.47 (Goods and services).

The average number of unique, first-listed subject headings per class
number was not one; thus, no one-to-one correspondence between first-
listed subject headings in bibliographic records and DDC class numbers
existed. When large numbers of unique subject headings were linked to
class number, they affected the performance of the subject outline search
in the experimental online catalog adversely because they guided searchers
to a bookshelf location where users had to browse library material on many
subjects to find the one subject that interested them.
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TABLE2
(CoNTINUED)

Public Library of Columbus
and Franklin County

Field Counts
University of Illinois

Field Counts
Averase Without Field Averase Without Field

Field Total per Rec6rd 7o inDatabase Total oer Rec-ord % inDatabase

DDC Relativelndex
Entry 14,663

DDC Caption 9,719
DDC Notes 3,844

LC Subject 13,720
Edition 2,232
DDC Call Number 9,719
Author 12,416
Sponsor 0
Alternate Title 212
Title 9,719
Publisher 9,719
Series Title 2
Series 197
Contents 201
Genre 0
Subheading 156
Title Added 696
Series Added 7
DDC Class Number 34,760
LC Call Number NA
Collection NA

l . 5 l
1.00
0.40

t . 4 l
0.23
1.00
1 .28
0.00
o.o2
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.02
o.o2
0.00
o.o2
0.07
0.00
3 .58
NA
NA

2.'t6
7'.1.03
0.00
1 . 1 8

100.00
9'1.84
0.00
0.00

99.98
98.U
9't.93

100.00
99.17
93.28
99.94
0.00
NA
NA

1 . 3 4
0.00

22.12

0.70
85.96
0.00
2.36

96.25
97.06
0.00
0.00

100.00
64.80
95.r7

100.00
98.93
96. l0
92.77
0.00
NA
NA

23.27 25,444 3.48
0.00 't 

,316 1.00
62.13 8.692 1.19

10,656 r .46
r ,027 0.r4
7 ,316 1.00
9,609 1.31

279 0.04
219 0.03

7 ,316 1.00
7 ,316 1.00

0 0.00
2,654 0.36

357 0.05
0 0.00

tgt 0.03
320 0.04
548 0.07

16,269 2.22
NA NA
NA NA

Numberof bib. records :9,719
Numberof fields -- 121,982

Number of bib. records : 7,316
Number of fields : 105,529

The average number of Relative Index entries per unique DDC class
number varied from library to library depending on the assignment of clas-
sification numbers in each library. At UI, the average number of Relative
Index entries was 2.21, which surpassed the average number of such en-

Schedules
class number:
Schedule captions:

Including note:

General note:

RI entries:

Firstlisted
headings:

658.3145
Motivation, morale, discipline (from 658. 3 14)
Interpersonal relations (from 658.3 145)
Including informal, day-to-day relations
between supervisors and subordinates
Promotion of effective working relationships
between individuals and groups
Interpersonal relations-employees-personnel
administration-general management
Conflict management

Executives
Interpersonal relations-Study and teaching-
Management
Sexual harassment

Figure 3. Schedule Record for 658.3145
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TABLE 3
Avenecr Nuvsen oF FTELDS pnn ScurpuLe REcoRD

Unique Class
Numbersand First-listed

DDC Schedule LC Subject
Captions Headings

DDC
Relative

Index
Entries nin

Total
Subject-rich

nex nch not Note Fields

LC
Total
Average
Range

NYSL
Total
Average
Range

PLCFC
Total
Average
Range

UI
Total
Average
Range

1 ,714
1 . 0

I

9,292
5 .4

O-440a

3,024
16 .5

O-236c

3,438
4 .7

0-254e

2,r74
7 .6

0-408e

1,710 178
1.0  0 .10

0-l6b 0-r

5
o.o2
0- l

34
0.05
0-1

49 103
0.03 0.06
0-1 0-1

0 2 8
0  0 . 1 5
0 0-1

30 l0
0.07 0.01
0- l  0- l

28
0 .10
0-0

r 34
0.006 0.19

0- l  0- l

32 106
0.04 0.15
0-l 0-1

235 565
0 .14  0 .33
0-1 0-1

0
0
0

228
r .25
0-7d

&6
0.89

0-l3f

183
1.0

I

725
1 . 0

I

287
1 . 0

I

635 30 27
2.21 0.10 0.09

0-2lh 0-l 0-l

85
0.30
0-l

a (338.47\ Goods and services
b (338 2) Extraction of mitlerals
c (974.7) History of New York
d Ol7 .4753', Historv of Essex County;

(974.753) Geogiaphy of and trav'el in Essex County
e (791.43O9) Standard subdivisions (Motion pictures)
t (794.2) Other board games
g (510) Mathematics
h (512.55) Topological and related algebras

Key: nin : Including note
nex : Example note
nch : Class here note
not = General note

tries at the three other libraries. The average number of Relative Index en-
tries per unique DDC class number at PLCFC was 0.89, because PLCFC
classifiers assigned general class numbers to items on specific subjects,
even though there was a specific class number to represent the item's sub-
ject, and did not use specific numbers in the Schedules. Since these num-
bers were not used by the library, Relative Index entries with these num-
bers were not processed into the catalog because they would have been
blind references in online subject searches.

Schedule captions and notes were processed into the experimental online
catalog regardless of the number of bibliographic records posted to class
numbers. The percentages of Schedule captions that resulted in no re-
trieved items were 39% atLc,g% at NYSL, 49Vo at PLCFC, and22% at
UI.

There was one Schedule caption per unique class number; thus, the aver-
age number of Schedule captions per class number was one in each of the
four databases. The average number of Schedule notes per DDC class
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number varied from library to library. LC and UI databases had the most
including notes. Example notes were most plentiful in the UI database.
Schedule captions in the NYSL database featured more class here notes
than the databases of the three other libraries. General notes were most
plentiful in the LC database. When subject searchers displayed Schedule
notes, they were disappointed that there were so few notes and called for
more.

LINKS BETwEEN TIIE
RELATryE lxonx AND SCHEDT]LES

The percentages of DDC class numbers in the 19th edition of the DDC
without Relative Index entries ranged from 5l .3% to ll5% in the subject
areas chosen by PLCFC and NYSL, respectively. These percentages were
determined before the DDC was processed into the experimental online
catalog, and thus, were not dependent on database postings.

Not every Relative Index entry in the 19th edition of th e DDC was repre-
sented by a class number and caption in the Schedules. The percentages
varied among the four libraries' databases from299% at PLCFC to zero
at NYSL. (These percentages were obtained after entries were processed;
thus, entries that directed searchers to class numbers with zero postings
had already been discarded from the catalog.)

Every class number in the ranges selected by NYSL was represented by
at least one Relative Index entry. Only entries for the range973.I-973.2
were taken directly from the Relative Index. Entries for the ranges
917 .47-917 .4799 ind974.7-974.799 were specially created by addin-g a
91 and a 9 to Relative Index entries with the "area-" desienation and class
numbers beginning with747 . The phrase "Geography of-and travel" was
inserted after the text of an entry beginning with 9I7 .47 and "History"
was inserted after the text of an entry beginning with974.7 .

CoNrnrsutloNs oF UNreuE Tnnvrs By SUBJECT-RrcH
FrcT,oS IN ENHANCED BIBLIOGRAPHIc RECORDS

Fields containing subject terms in bibliographic records were analyzed
to determine the average number of unique words contributed successively
by these fields. Such fields were subject headings (tags 6xx), titles (tags
130,24x,730,740), bibliographic record notes (tags 505, 520), series
(tags 4xx), sponsor (tags I ll,7ll), Relative Index entries, and Schedule
captions and notes.

The analysis required the calculation of the number of words per field.
These words were then compared with one another, and duplicate words
per field were discarded. Finblly, the number of unique words contributed
successively by each field was calculated. The results of the analysis when
subject heading fields were first in the analysis and Schedule caption and
note fields were last are given in table 4.

For LC records, subject headings contributed an average of 6.23 unique
words, and title fields contributed an average of 5.08 unique words. Bib-
liographic record notes, series, and sponsor fields contributed a total of
2 . 17 unique words . Relative Index entries contribute d 4 .23 unique words
and Schedule captions and notes contributed 10.19 unique words. Even
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though the Schedules contributed last in the sequence, they contributed
more unique terms than subject headings in LC records. The bar graph in
figure 4 shows the successive contributions of unique words in subject
fields of the LC database. At least one-third of unique subject terms in LC
and PLCFC records were contributed by Schedule captions and notes.
Over one-third were contributed by the Relative Index and Schedule cap-
tions and notes in all four participating libraries' records.

The sequence of fields was reversed. The analysis was repeated and
results are given in table 5. Subject headings contained 13% or less ofthe
total percentage of unique subject terms in bibliographic records. The
greatest contribution came from the Schedules, which gave between40%
and49% of unique subject terms. The bar graph in figure 5 shows the suc-
cessive contributions of unique words in subject fields of the LC database.
The DDC contributed 58% of unique subject terms. Although title fields
were next-to-last contributors of unique terms, they contributed2I% of
such terms.

Nunber
of rords

SubJect
headl n9s

T l t le  B ib l lograph lc  Ser tes
record notes

Rel atlYe Schedul e
Index captlons

and notes

SubJec t - r l ch  f le lds

iloTE: Darkened portlon of bar represents the number of unlque rords
contrlbuted by thls fleld. t lhite portlon of bar represents nunber of
unlque words already contrlbuted by flelds l lsted to the left of the
Dnr .

Figure 4. Successive Contributions of Unique Subject
Terms by Subject Fields in Bibliographic Records
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Nunber
of rords

Schedule Relailve
captlons Inder
and notes

Ser les  S lb l lograph lc  T l t le
record notes

SsbJect
headlngs

roTE: Darkened portron or r::t[::*:. ' .he number or unrque rords
contrlbuted by thls fleld. l lhlte portlon of bar represents number of
unlque rords already contrlbuted by flelds l lsted t; the left of the

Figure 5. Successive Contributions of Unique Subject
Terms by Subject Fields in Bibliographic Records (Reversed)

UNreun Wonts ls
INorclrons oF SI.]BJECT CoNTENTS

Statistics in tables 4 and 5 suggest that the DDC was a major contributor
of unique subject terms to bibliographic records. This strong performance
of the DDC was suspect in view of several searchers' criticism of the word-
ing of Schedule captions and the project team's processing manipulations,
e.9., expansion of Schedule ranges and addition of dummy captions.

A random sample of the four libraries' bibliographic records was ana-
lyzed todetermine whether the enhancement was a satisfactory or unsatis-
factory indicator of an item's subject contents. In the analfsis, unique
terms contributed by the Schedules and Relative Index were described by
one of five satisfacaory categories or one of three unsatisfactory catego-
ries.

Table 6 lists the average number of unique terms contributed by the
Schedules and Relative Index after catesorization into satisfactorv and un-
satisfactory indicators ofsubject conteit. The average number 6funique
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Schedule terms in a sample of LC records was lower (7 .52) than the aver-

Most of the unique terms in the Schedules and Relative Index added to

Not all terms added by the DDC were satisfactory indicators of books'
subject contents. Generally, unique terms contributed by the Schedules
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that were satisfactory indicators of subject contents were broader than
books' subject contents. At NYSL and UI, the Schedules and Relative In-
dex suppli-ed few unique terms that were unsatisfactory indicators of
books' subject contents.

At LC anA pLCpC, the Schedules contributed about 25% and 52%

results.

Suvru.mv

DDC hierarchy. These processing manipulations were necessary to pre-
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versely, not every Relative Index entry in the 19th edition of DDC was

terms. The Relative Index and Schedules contributed 47% of the total
number of unique subject terms when these two DDC fields were last inthe
analysis. When analysis was reversed, DDC fields were first and contrib-

and PLCFC records were reduced by one-quarter and one-half, respec-
tively, in view of the large number of terms deemed unsatisfactory indlca-
tors of subject content.

These results suggest that the contribution of unique words by the DDC
was comparable to and sometimes exceeded the contribution of unique
terms by subject headings. Also, Schedule captions in certain identifiable
areas of the Schedules required rewording to improve their understand-
ability to online catalog users. In the future, pretesling the rewording with
online catalog users is advisable.

Unique terms contributed by the DDC were usually more general than
the book's contents, while subject headings expressed the book's contents
more exactly than the DDC. The analyses of enhanced bibliographic rec-
ords, classification records, and unique terms in fields of enhanced biblio-
graphic records demonstrated that the DDC was a major contributor of
unique, general subject terms.
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A Tool for Comparative
Collection Analysis:
Conducting a Shelflist Sample
to Construct a Collection Profile

Beth M. Paskoff and Anna H. Perrault

Sheffiist samples have been advocated as a method of collection evalua-
tion, but few discussions ofthe use of such samples are found in the litera-
ture. A random sample of 5 percent of the sheffist at Louisiana State Uni-
versiry was studied to provide detatled information about the distribution
ofimprints according to age and language ofpublication, percentage of
duplication, and distribution of serial and monographic formats in each
subject section of the collection. The resulting collection profile provides
a multi-dimensional, quantified description of the collection using a dif-
ferent analytical approach than either a shelflist measurement or the
RLG Conspectas.

T
It is difficult, even with years of experience, for librarians to determine
the characteristics of a large library collection. When new library adminis-
trators, collection managers, subject bibliographers, or reference librari-
ans are hired, they must quickly familiarize themselves with a new collec-
tion. For many years, the paramount method of collection analysis or
assessment was checking benchmark bibliographies, a method that ana-
lyzes only one segment of a collection at a time.

In the decade of the 1970s, quantitative methods of collection assess-
ment gained wide acceptance. One such method is the shelflist count,
which gives a title count for each subject classification/call number divi-
sion. Although a shelflist count is useful both locally and for comparison
with similar data from other libraries. shelflist counts are strictlv one-
dimensional measures. That is, shelflist counts give a quantitative lrofile
of a library collection from only one point of view, the number of titles or
volumes in each call number grouping.

Effective collection evaluation and management require a more thor-
ough knowledge of the content of a library collection than simply the num-

Beth M. Paskoff is Assistant Professor, School of Library and Information Science, and
Anna H. Perrault is a Librarian. Middleton Librarv. Louisiana State Universiw. Baton
Rouge, l,ouisiana.
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ber of titles in specific call number categories. Although an annual shelflist
count has beerconducted at the Louisiana State University Library since

bles.

collection to select books for a preservation study.

Mrrnooor,ocv
The shelflist sample at LSU was conducted by paraprofessionals in the

collection development office, under the supervision of the bibliogra-
phers. A random sample of 5% of the 785,000 titleq !n_ tle _sltglflist was
trsed. A random number table was used to select the initial shelflist card for
each shelflist drawer in the study. After this, every twentieth card was
sampled, as suggested by Hall.' Three employees were trained in the sam-
pling methodology and were assigned blocks of shelflist drawers to com-
plete. Approximately 352 hours of staff time over thirty-five work days

LSU would not have a large number of imprints in those time spans.
Two large sections were designated across the top of the work form, one

for monographs, the other for serials. Within each of these sections, divi-
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sions were made for language of Pu

tions, for example, would perhaps choose to identify Chinese, Japanese'

and Korean publications separately--'A;;d;d 
work sheet wis used fot each portion of the collection to be

$ua;A Wtt"tt a shelflist card was selected fbr the sample, the language.of
rmat of the oublication were determined. A tally

Ite part of the grid on the work sheet'
rck Publishedln 1943 would be re-

lift #,y"1s1*T$t#tf3f.'"H:i
:nal that started publication in 1922

would be recorded with a tally mark in the box formed where the column

foi Cir*unic serials intersecied the row for the decade of the 1920s.

The bottom of the work sheet was used to tabulate information about

dupiicue copies of the same edition of a title. The categories across the

;;!;;;;" ;it" oi puuri.ation, number of copies, number of copies with-

6ii*ri, 
"tiO-",i-tii 

oi-opi"t in uny of six sprlcific locations other than the

resular stacks (Reference, Business/Government Documents, Loulslana

C6llection, Chemistry, Library Scier
lection). An additional category was
commodate any additional, infreque
formation was to be used to look for
location, or to identify areas with hig
In recording the data, publication dz
ifu"d i;i;ftpled shelflist cards that showed more than one copy. When

any copies trud b""n withdrawn, or were in a non-stack location, the num-

U"i of i""t 
"opies 

was also recorded in the appropriate.space. If the library

rtiff o*""0 m6re than two copies of any editidn, iegardless of the location,

ihe call number was recordei as well in order to tag these titles for subse-
quent review.
";;;itil;th;r aspects of library management, efficient and detailed anal-

y.il;f th" d;tu fio'- a shelflist s'ampleiould not have been pos-sible with-

6ut the extensive use of computers. The data from the work sheets were

"ni"r"A 
on an IBM-pC, using dBase II. The data were sorted b)' qmP p9-

iioO anO tanguage, and iableishowing totals and percentages by LC classi-

fication *ei" p-reputed. Stat-Graphics_ software was used for statistical

analysis and geneiation of tables and plots.

Rnsur-rs oF DATA Tlsul,lrroN
Le.Ncueces

In almost any United states library, English will be the predominant lan-
nuun" ol tft" c6llection. That this isinaeJO the case at LSU is indicated by

;h" ?;"i thui nngtistr language titles constitute 83.15% of the collection'
F6;;i;h;*; itr" 

"*u"iOisiribution 
in the LSU collection of monographs
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TABLE 1

PencnNrlcn or FnsNcu ANo GerueN Moxocnepns Bv LC Crms

Language
German

A's
B 's
C 's
D ' s
E's
F ' S
G's
H's
J 's
K 's
L's
M's
N 's
P 's
Q 's
R 's
S ' S
T's
U 's
V's

0.38%
6.42
1  . 3 8

t4.95
0.99
2.90
3.22
6.03
t .76
0 . 3 1
0.61
2.99
3 . 2 1

36.90
10.49
1.29
r . 3 6
L.79
0.38
0 . 1 8

0.28%
9.28
0.79

13.44
0.50
r .36
3.O2
7.40
2.02
0.00
0.43
6.42
3.39

3r.r2
11.73
0.78
1 . 5 1
2 . t 2
0 .14
0.07

TABLE2

FneNcs r.uo Genulrq Llrqcun'ce MoNoctepns
IN LITERATUnB CrlsslrrcATloNs

AS A PENCTNTAGE OF ATT MONOCRAPHS IN TTTIT LINCUICC

Language

Class

P
PA
PB-PF
PG-PH
PJ-PM
PN
PQ
PR
PS
PT

0.69%
0.84
0.68
o.23
1 . 2 3
3.30

26.r0
o.92
0 . 1 5

r .23%
2.02
4.04
1.30
0.43
1 . 8 3
2.23
o.'72
0.00

18.520.17
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TTMT-SSRISS ANALYSIS

SBnrRLs

ences, ll% of the QB's, l57o of the QE titles, and 16% of the TN's are
serials. At the other extreme, in the humanities, only I % of the DA' s or the
M-MT's are serials. Middle ranges are representedby HD withT % and SB
withS%.
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COT.T,NCTTON DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

the shelflist.

USN OT THE SHELFLIST SAMPLE

holdings than the usual volume counts.
Anoiher example involves a member of the geology faculty who wanted

information about the use of foreign language publications in_his disci-
pline. He also wanted information ibout tlie need for non-English publica-
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and weeded.
Table 3 shows the percentage of titles in each broad LC class that has

hours that would be required for that project as automation of the catalog
progressed.

TABLE 3
PnnceNrncn or Duplrclrn Trrres sy LC Crnss

Duplicates as Percentage of All Titles
in Class

A's
B ' S
C's
D 's
E'S
F's
G's
H 's
J 's
K 's
L 's
M's
N's
P's
Q 's
R 's
S ' S
T's
U's
V's

4.3
5 . 6
8 .4
3 . 6

12.o
9 .6
6 .3
7 .0
6 .4
7 .4
9 .5
7 . 1
5 .9
6 .9
7 .4
7 . 6
9 .8
7 . 5
4 .9
1 . 9
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the largest numbers of duplicates were reviewed quicHy !y tne bibliogra-
phers i-o determine whichbld textbooks and other outdated materials could
be withdrawn.

ries.

PnpspnvlrroN

The problems posed by the rapid deterioration of large segments of re-
searchiibrary coilection-s have been at the forefront of professional con-
cern in the t 9gOs. The allocation of staff and funds to cope with these prob-
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STT T,TT,TST SAMPLING AND RESot]RcE SHARING
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years of working with the collection'
heir qualitative evaluations.
h info^rmation about the existing col-
:r is working with the philosophy/re-
:s can profile that collection for num-
to the language of Publication, as
vould be inlfludntial indications as to
Losophy/religion collection' The data
d to deiermine the language codes in
ory on the Conspectus. (See table 2')

This is one aspect in which the data fr6m the sampl-e can be.relied upon

without the ne'ed for other assessment tools to complete the picture.

A ihelflist sample need not be a time-corlsuryr?g project.,The sample
*iii;iti;iO ditf in the exact call number breakdown fbund in the Con-

,o".tur. irut will give a very accurate overview of LC subdivisions. A sam-

ri".""'U" used io spot specific segments in which more in-depth biblio-

;;ilhi;;iunuty.ir,'ruch as chec[ing a definitive bibliography on the

iubject, might be needed.
Shelflist measurements can provide librarians with information about

the size and srowth rates of their collections. The National Shelflist Count

;;biiriJir'iq86 ir ;nother document that adds a piece of data usetul for

il;;;;;;h;ting. sin"" the National ShelflisJ Couit began as a project of

itt" irsO ChielCoilection Development Officers of Laqge $esearch Li-

Uia.i"r bir"ussion Group in the mid-1970s, more than 50libraries have

p"tti"ip""O in the Natiorial Shelflist Count, and have..hq"d the results of

ih"ir -easorements. The NSC is still the only quantitative-c-omparative
Oata a"aitaUle on the collections of major research libraries in North Amer-

il. H"*;"Li, giuni" and others noie that "Focusing on co^llection size

ulon", as the National Shelfl ist Count project {9es, c-qg 9r.9ate false. impres-

sions about the real quality of a library's holdings."" Library collections

*itft tfi" same numbe'r of irnprints in a given subject could erroneously be

thousht to be equal in qualitY.-Wf,if" 
both shelflist counls and shelflist samples are useful by them-

selves, independent data from each can be combined to derive a more com-
plete picture of the collection strengths than either measure alone can pro-
'"iO!.i"."ttection 

assessment, ttrJtinfing of a shelflist sample with the

;h;iniJ.r;nipio"iO"Ju sirong quantitativ! profile with the addition of the

i;;lii;t*; f""[or. or imprint u-si, t*^g,]*gei and serial/monograph distri-

blution. In other words, til" ootiber of-titl6s for a given subject, as defined

bv a maior LC subdivision, can be assessed according to the number of

f;r;;;l;"g;age imprints, the number of serial titles within the subdivi-

;il;*d th; OiittiUution by imprint date. This information ab'out numbers

of nirf"-". and formats piouides a profile that enables qualitative judg-

ments to be made.

CoonurNatED AND CooPenlrln'
Cor,r.ncrroN DEvELoPMENT

Historically, librarians have found participating. in resource shging-

tfr" riupt" piictice of lending and borrowing-much easier than achieving
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and cooperative collection development among the research libraries in
North America. European libraries are being added to this network as
well.
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main tables could be printed, but tapes could also be purchased.and.Pro-
gri-s written locally'to produce daia in any desired -onfrguration. This
ilould be the most iompiehensive comparalive data that have ever been
available to collection administrators.

the capabilities offered by the computef systems used in large networks
offer irany options for analysis thafhave not been previously available'

ConclusroN

for comparison of reseatch library collections.
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Linked Systems and the Online Catalog:
The Role of the OSI

Richard W. Boss

OR data transmission
AND digital OR analog
NOT data storage
ONLY monographs

Richard w. Boss is Senior consultant, Information systems Qonsultants, Inc., washing-
l9l:"?9_ This article is based on a speech delivered itthe l9g7 ccS rrog.uni ar Annual
LOnlerence.

@ 1990 Richard W. Boss.
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3f.
n staff and users can be gauged read-
ard or COM catalog. A mine of infor-
of titles and subject entries' Having

direct access to this data would enable a library to make better and

-or" 
"*t"nriu" 

ui" of ttt" materials in its collectibn and to meet users'

needs more efficiently and promptly.
o Remote access. An automat'ed syitein can be accessed from anywhere

inside or outside library buildinl
o Availability information. An autt

tion as well as online Patron accr
onlv holdinss information, but al
teni shows iryhat is out on loan e

;;a;; i- usually mofe concerned with what is available, than with

what is held bY a library.
o Greater exploitation oi materials through-.improved inve.ntory con-

trol. The automation of circulation in addition to the patron access
provides enhanced inventory cot
bues, soPhisticated fi ne-tracking
and blocking ofdelinquent Patro
lined reserves (holds) Procedut
materials of interest to them mo:
used to undertake electronic shr
;rk ;d;;"tlected in libraries with manual systems because it is

labor-intensive.
nt. An automated circulation control
adily output detailed usage statistics'
.abl6 data on which to base future ac-

T;;;;';;iit"rrats 5n ord"r.'"An automated library system with

iint"O u"quisitioni and serials control software makes it possible for a

oatron to ietermine what is on order and what is in process' Holds or

il;;;;itt"n U" placed on wanted titles. Library staff are alerted

wtren ttre nu1nUeioftt'olds against a title warrants review for the possi-

ble ordering of additional copies.
. i;pr*;iiTaffatilization.Libor savings can be expe.cted as staff are

freed from r6"petitive tasks such as statls-lics compilation, filing, and'-I";k-p 
uiO typing of overdue and fine notices. These tasks not

onlv requiie.onri,i"tu"bl" staff time, but the process is almost.always

;;iiilJi;itaui". Su"tt resources can be deplbyed more effectively in
Oirectiervi"e to uiers, especially assistancd in getting to needed mate-
rials.

o Access to the resources of other libraries . The installation Of an auto-

mated library system not"only improves access to the resources of the

iiU*.V Uii"! automateO, it also_6ffers that library the- opportunity to

access the automated systems of other libraries using-the terminals on

i; *;t".. nlthoueh s"ome observers criticize the relative lack of so-

i'frilrii."ti-i. in ioii"ntty available linkages among automated library
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INTnnTacTNG DEFINED
when one system is linked to another either because different functions

REASONS FoR INTERFACING
Libraries may seek interfaces for any of the following reasons:' I'ranster records from a bibliographic utility to an lntegrated local li-

brary system;
o Transfer records betweel a single-function local library system (such

as an.acquisitions or serials control system) and an int6gr-ated, multi-
function local library system because the former syrie- performs
some functions better:

o Facilitate resource sharing (interlibrary loan and reciprocal borrow-
ing) by linking two or moie'libraries' iocal library syitemi;
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o Facilitate online ordering, claiming, and invoicing of library. materi-

"f. 
UV iirti"g a local libr-ary systeri with the system of a book serials

iobber;
. 

'eu"ifitit" 
transfer of financial or name/address data between a local

library system and a non-library system to avoid rekeying of informa-

tion;
. Fa"itltute searching of the local library system from the terminals of

non-library sYstems; and
o Facilitate iemote database searching from any terminal on a local li-

brary system.
The interfaces most often sought-and the most commontoday-are be-

t*;;;; bTbli"giaphic utilities (odLC, RLIN, wLN, and UTLAS) and local

reouire at least four of the interfaces within the next three years.--i4;ffi;;ttnicat 
and economic issues are raised Uv_tttg need to dgvefop

and maintain so many different types of interfaces- Before investigating

ih"* itia appropriate to discuss tG state-of-the-art of interfacing.

INTNNTACTNG : STATE-OF-THE-ART

There are three major types of interfaces: magnetic tape, terminal-to-

computer, and computer-to-computer.

MAGNETIC TAPT INTBRTECTS
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nizations find this an acceptable way of transferring information, those
concerned with timeliness have sought to pursue othei types of interfaces.
TpnuneL-To-coMPUTER INTERFAcES

CoupuTnR-To-coMPUTER INTERFACEs

II.{TERFACING HoMoGENEoUS Sysrnvrs
Interfaces between homogeneous systems in the same computer room

are an established application in library environments. A number of local
hbrary system vendors have developed multi-processor configurations
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with a heterogeneous system.
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HETEROGENEOUS Sysrnus

THE UNIQI.IE NEEDs oF LIBRARIES

Most important of all, the competing vendors may have little incentive to
cooperate with one another. The vendbr that is the most firmly established
in an area benefits from the inability of other systems to link with id st;-
tem. A library planning to purchase a local libiary system and wishingito
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AO HOC OR CUSTOM INTERFACES

NCLIS/NBS PROTOCOL

There is a proposed protocol for libra-ries developed by a ta.qk force ap-

ooiniiO Un th'e N'ationai Commission on Libraries and Information Science

;;ilh; i(uiionuf Bureau of Standards. The group made its recommenda-

THB OSI REFERENCE MOOEI

At the same time that the NCLIS/NBS Task Force was addressing the
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' P.hysical layer-Permits the transfer of a simple data stream over a
physical circuit.

o Presentation layer-Elsures compatible syntax among the communi-
cating pro€€sses by adjusting data structrires, formati, and codes to
those. used by the systems being linked.

o Application layer-Provides a window by which the user of a system
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gainsaccesstothecommunicationsservicesprovidedbytheoSlar-

position in the
ihe application

chitecture.
Th; 6-Si6ters often are described by.their numerical

*JJ.-fo.-eiampte, trre physical layei is Level 1' and

layer is  Level  7 '  
.  .  t -  LL^.L^- .^  -^+ koo- ar lnnrcd es '

Other commurucauons protocols that have not been adopJgq 9: interna-

tional standards also;;iltJ;t-!qvgt* models such as IBM's System

i,r;;"'kA'"'-ite"t*ei3NAi"*aoGit"r"""_if,ffl,$i::x?:"J;F*ifi i;
h the opin systems architecture' the

, on which iompatibility is built be-

share one at the application layer b-ec
between an interlibrary loan and a ful
librarv community to develop the aptr
The rirost important higher level sta
standard for bibliographic and autho
loan standard, a common commano

vels will mean that an inexperienced
vstem will be able to search through a
itin holdinss and availabiliry at any

need to know the searching language
, system being accessed'

LTNTNO SYSTMTS PROJECT

The Linked SYstems Project (LSP)
level effort to d-evelop standards for
NCLIS/NBS Task Force and burlt or
nants in LSP are the Library of Con
broiect besan earlY in 1980 with I

bouncil oi LiUrary Resources. The
munications link and intersystem dal

Duter to interface with the Telenet 1
?th" Int"tnutional Telephone and Tt
iion X.25, an internationally adopte
tems or between terminals and com
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. wh.ilg the LSP participants sought to comply with the oSI, they deviated
rrom lt rn several respects because offiscal and human resource constraints
tn the participating institutions. The intent is to bring the LSp into full con-
tormity with the OSI over the next few vears.

NISO

OSI REFERENcE MoDEL PRospncTs
Some doubt has been.expressed thal the osl will ever be adopted by the

comp.uter indJr.stry. Failur-e of the industry to do so might und'ermin6 the
toundation of higher level standards deveiopment wor[. However, there
are many indications that the OSI standards will materialize:
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essary OSI standards;
. il#h;r:";iin eiJ.iut"s, one of the major vendors of local library

.yrt"*r, tu* 
"ontiu"tual 

tommitmettts io deliver OSl-based inter-

CoNcr-usroN

tems.

The Subject Code:
Two Unanswered Questions

William E. Studwell

The issue of a theoretical subject c<
Headings (LCSH) has received mucl
cent articles have in one way or anoth
articles have simply elucidated the ne
the code while alio providing ideas ar

William
De Kalb.

E.Studwell isPrincipalCataloger,Northerntr l inoisUniversityLibraries'
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From Columbus to Computers: Automation
at Oxford University's Bodleian Library

Margaret F. Maxwell

The Bodleian Library's collections reflect four centuries of acquisitions
and almost as mnny uniquely Bodleian caialoging practices. since sep-
tember 1988 all cataloglng has been done onlilne iiing the D)BIS/fiE$
system and followilS AACR2R, MARC format, and LC subject head_
ings. This-gigantic leapfrom cataloging rules that datefrom li39 or ear-
lier to full conforyity tltith yandarf,lng lo-,lmerican cdtalo ging p ractic e
haS not been achieved without probleris.

Oxford University's Bodleian Libra
1988 by going online. Although one
may wonder why its going online is a
gress (a mere infant of less than 20C
two decades now, and even the Univt
line public access catalogs last year in
are going online-or are at leasl working toward that goal.

what is remarkable, however, is the Fodleian Libriry itself, one of the
tern world, with a collection of more
:se dating from the fifteenth century,
rscripts, and other nonbook items. Its
Library, still in use as a working part
.88. The collection itself dates-fiom

foundedtheBodleianLibrary"Ssttji";3"t"?xl3'?,,";:"y;triit;l1t?3i',ii-
ford University..The earlibr collection had been o"rt-v#in mid-
srxteenth century uy th9 King's commissioners after HenryV[I,s break
with the Cathohb cirurch.

what would seem to American librarians, indoctrinated as we are with
the necessity of.cooperation, uniform cataloging standards, and network-
lng.yr]n omer tlbranes, even more remarkablethan the size and age of the
Bodleian is its half-millenium of insularity. In the 

"ou.i"bTtt "b6dl"iurr',rwn cataloging rules and standards,
f the library world might do. Thus,
rraries explored cooperation in cata-
:an codes beginning in 1908 and cul-
r AACR2 revised, the Bodleian stood
nveloped in the mystique that accom-
rherebf higher learni^ng that perme-

Margaret F. Maxwell is Professor at the Graduate Library school, University of Arizona,Tucson- This paper was presented at the Arizona State iibrary titio.iution'conference,
November 2. 1989.
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acquisitions: in addition, the slips wer
coild be moved if it became n"t"tllil; 

closed and another folio slip cata-

Since the catalog was based on the ass
they were looking for when they camt
provided..Th iswasthes i tua t ionunt i l lg88 .whenon l inepub l icac le ! :ca ta log !

were introduced in,ft" t""Oittg ;;;; of the Bodteian and 4CR2 ' IYIA\C
bject headings were adopted for the

of the headings into uniformity' A t
update the en-tries to the 1939 Bod
bben considered and rejected as a p(
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(CURL and BIIAISE) are searched; if a matching record is found in any of
these sources, it ir used. Authority control is baied on the British Libiary
Name Authority File.
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strengths with those of other libraries in Great Britain and abroad. Both the
Bodleian and the rest of the intellectual community stand to profit by its
decision.

Serials, Links, and Technology: An Overview

Tom Delsey

A schemntic overview ofthe constituents in the serials "universe" and
the relationships that aist between them is presented. The technological
environment ii overlaid on the general schema and proiections are made
r e s p e c tin g the imp a c t that newl e chno lo gi c al dev elop me nt s, p arti culnrly
Open Sysiems Inierconnection (OSI) , are likely to have on roles and rela-
tionships among the constituents.

The impact that automation has had on the world of serials over the past
twenty years is impressive. The number and range of systems supporting
the proiessing of serial publications and access to the literature they con-
tairare virtually infinite. Systems are available to support almost every
aspectof serialsprocessing: ordering, invoicing, check-in,claiming, cata-
loling, indexing, abstracting, information retrieval, intgrlibrary loan, and
evenTuil+ext access. IroniCally, however, as the availability of systems
support for various aspects of serials processing and user services in-
cr6ises, there is a growing sense that what is most needed today is not an-
other system to support yet another process, but rather a mechanism.to
help us-integrate atailable systems capabilities to suppolt the overall flow
of information from one process to another. Ten years ago the solution to
the problem was seen to lie in the ".
appears to have shifted to "linking t
for in those technologies is a means c
tween the organizations, between tht
ual system c6mponents that come in
dealing with serial publications.

In oider to undefstand more clearly just what it is we hope to achieve
through the application of linking technologies to the processing of serial
publiJations and access to serials literatufe, the nature of the serials "uni-^verse" 

in which these support systems function mustbe seen. Understand-
ing in abstract terms the iomp6nents tt_r4 ryake up that universe and the
relationships that exist between them will help us appreciate the nature and
extent of the support mechanisms we might hope to put in place through
linking technologies.

Tom Delsey is Director, Acquisitions and Bibliographic Services Branch, National I jbrary

of Canada. This paper was presented at the Serials Section Program, "Linking Technolo-

eies: Serials Syst'ems and Their Links to Other Systems." at the American Library Associ-

ition Annual eonference, New Orleans. July 1988.
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consumers. The abstracting and indexing services-insofar as they pro-
vide their services through serial publication-function as produceis-and
disseminators as well as facilitators.

person" in the chain is often to provide a value-added service that makes
purchase of the product indirectly through the services of a broker more
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attractive to the consumer. On the horizontal axis the relationships are

what one might call peer relationship
competitive in nature. At the risk o
within the creators' group can be char
the realm of scholarly and special-intt

ever, the relationships tend to be mor(
ests taking precedence.-"ir.f;tritfifinOing 

ttr" limitations of a model of this sort and the risk of

oulrg"n".ufizatioi,there is one fact that should be self-evident and cannot

be cSntested: to function effectively within the overall system, virtually

every member of every group is dependent to a significant extent on mem-

bersbf other groups in tjre v^ertical axis, and to a lesser extent perhaps on

members of ttie saire eroup in the horizontal axis. Those dependencies are

what make "linking"-so vitat in the serials universe'
Wh"n one ouerliys the development and application- of information

technologies on this schematic replesentation of the serials universe, one

begins to-see how the technologies introduced over the last twenty years

ttui" Uottt supported and constiained the establishment of links between

various components of the schema.
l;;;"";;ftlrrns one can discern three distinct technological environ-

mentittrat have tended to form in a strongly horizontal pattern (see figure

2). The first can be characterized as an information proces.sing systems

environment, an environment dominated by the conventional-information
storage and retrieval systems common in libraries and in the database ser-

"i""r"ofi"t"d 
in both the public and private sector . Until recently.this infor-

;;ilt-;ssing enviionment has been_most closely associated with
-uinlruire compilter hardware and with local terminal-to-computer or
..closed" netwoikconfigurations. When overlaid on the schematic model

of the serials universe,ihis first technological environment is centered

;il;;;h; the horizontal axis associated with the facilitators-the ab-

rtr*ti"g and indexing services, libraries, and resource centers. To some

"ii"nt, 
fio*"u"r, it sp"ills over into the producers'idistributots' axis, most

mi"tfu in the diitributors' sector, wheie serial vendors' systems have de-

""f "pJO-i-"t" 
riiitluety elaborate- bibliographic systems not unl ike those

maintained in libraries.
ihe second environment can be characterized as a word processing en-

uiron*"ttt, associating that term not so much with the technology seen in

"ifi;.t;thr, 
but ratfier with the more sophistic.ate.d word.processing and

"otnputLr. 
typesetting syste,nqs that have evblved in the publishing ildu:1y

oveithe taitiwo dec-ad-es. The hardware associated with this technology ts

*ttut on" *ould clasJ as "special purpose," and the systems conf,rgura-

tfi; ;t again predominantiy locai teiminal{9-ggmputer, or closed net-

*.ilr. ftiEappiication of tnii technology, logically engugl, centers itself

in ttt" poUfirliihg r".tot of the produceii'/dislribuiors' aiis. However, if

o"" inJfuO"r thelffice counterfart to these systems in the word processing
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environment, the boundary extends somewhat into the creators' axis,
where systems of this sort are found among the more institutionalized
members of that group.

esses.
The strongly horizontal distribution of the technology environment has

tended to stratiff the serials universe and to introduce bliriers to the devel-
ppm9n1 of vertical relationships and links between groups. On the other
hand, the existence of a common technological enviionment on the hori-
zontal axis has in many instances served to promote and support the peer
relationships that exist between members wittrin a group. Wittrin tG ti-

ACTING
SERVI(
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Standards such as the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN), the

Abstracting and Indexing Project came largely from awareness that stan-
dardization was needed to facilitate communications between supplier and
consumer and between the multiple layers of value-added services pro-
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and interworking between systems that otherwise would be unable to con-
nect.

organizations are engaged in writing detailed specifications for protocols
at all levels defined by the model. Almost on a weekly basis, we see the
announcement of new OSI offerings by major communications and sys-
tems vendors. Within the publishing and library communities there is ac-
tive and productive involvement in the development of applications-
oriented protocols to support acquisitions, interlending, and cataloging
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The Limits of a Title ProPer' or
One Case Showing WhY Human Beings'
Not Machines, Must Do the Cataloging

Ben R. Tucker

How does a cataloger decide on the division of a string of words into ''title

piip"i;;""O: otfrE title information"? In some cases, no matter how the
itriirs of words is presented, the words alone settle the matter, so that it is
obvi6us where the space-colon-space goes:

The province of Agra its history and administration
The ilrovince of Agra : its history and administration

g"n RE.t". is Chief, Office for Descriptive Cataloging Policy. the Library of Congress,
W"if,ingt r,O.C.f.loiopyiigtrtir"tui*.iOonthisarticlelwhichtheauthorwroteaspartof
his official duties as an employee of the U.S. government'
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The Polish crisis American policy options
The Polish crisis : American poiicy options
Bette the life of Bette Davis
Bette : the life of Bette Davis
Nuclear culture living and working in the world's largest atomic complex
Nuclear culture : liv:ing and worldng in the world's iargest atomic c,Smplex

As every cataloger knows, however, several cornmon types of titles
present problems thgt aqe not immediately resolved by simfl! consulting
the wording. Consider the title

Managing toward accountability for performance

The title page shows MANAGING on one line and roward Accountabilitv
for Performance on a second line in smaller type. This helps in the decisioir
making by strongly suggesting that the publisher's/authbr's intention in
cataloger's terms was

Managing : toward accountability for performance

Frequently layout and typography assist the cataloger in this way. unfor-
tunately, this cannot be taken ds in absolute, since-layout and ty'pography
at times lead the cataloger into problems not only of d-eciding ori wtrEre ttrle
title proper eqds and other title information begins, but alsiof choosing a
title proper. Consider these two examples:

title page: LEONARDO DA VINCI in the normal position of a title with Draw-
ings further down

titlgpage: CONFERENCE oN EcoLoGy in the normal position of a title with
Proceedings further down

Here.the ti^tle p-age^slr_ows tlp name of the person or corporate body in the
position of a title, followed lower on the pige by a geneiic term indicative
of the content. The ambiguity of the layout andiypography may make the
catalo.ge.r. uncertain as to whether the name represents a itatement of re-
sponsibility g4 tle generic rerm a ri!!e (yet anrjther article may be needed
on_the topic "choice of title proper"!). 

-

cases can be viewed also fiom the standpoint of the opening elements of
the string_of words. For example, it may be useful to cbnsid-er how these
openingelements, when common, may cause the record to fit in with other
records in a particular catalog. consider that the library has several publi-
cations entitled, at least at the beginning of the title, with a popular name or
phrase:

The Beatles the authorized biography
The Beatles illustrated lvrics 

-

The Beatles the real storv
The Beatles words without music

obviously, such groups of titles show that the work may not be considered
adequately named if the title proper consists only of the opening name or
phrase.

In some of these cases the same opening is used deliberately by pub-
lishers as the common title of a quasi-seriel or a quasi-multipari item:

Hamlyn pocket dictionaries, English-Spanish, Spanish-English
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Hamlyn pocket dictionaries, English-Italian, Italian-English

Annoiated bibliography of natural resource information, Northeastern Wyo-

ming
ennoto:t"A bibliography of natural resource information, Southwestern North

Dakota
The Bantam great outdoors vacation & lodging g91de'--!anadu -- .. ,
The Bantam lreat outdoors vacation & lodg-ing guide, Western United States &

Alaska
The Bantam gfeat outdoors vacation & lodging guide, Eastern United States

title oase: THE CITY OBSERVED: BOSTON [Boston in larger, blacker typg'--#;;";lt"t 
n Guide to the Architecture of the Hub [turther down' in

smaller typel

Here, looking at the title page, the mea_ning is quite clear-"Boston, the

city observed-. " In a different ofdel, with the cornma substrtuted necessar-

irir"i it 
" 

colon (if one does not decide that ..Boston" is other title infor-
niation!), the meaning is somewhat obscured:

The city observed, Boston : a guide to the architecture of the Hub

with this background, using the types of title data illustrated, the Li-
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the title proper as indicated by the space-colon-space: one index is built on
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2.

3 .

Sincerely, Willis WaYde
A survival manual foi women (and other) historians
Directory of hotels; motels; bed-and-breakfast inns
Oh! Pascal!

Use the typography of the title page, treating a change-in typography

as a breaiimirkin! the end of ihetitle prope_f . Examples are numer-
our. On" only hai to think of ordinaiy titles such as "History of

[name of couritry] , " in which the typeface for the name of the coun-
iry is routinely much larger than thit of the opening phrase, yet the
"'of ' construition preveits ending the title at that point'
Use the appearancei of the title on the cover, in the running title, etc. '
as guideiwhen the title page is ambiguous.. This is actually a reason-
abli notion. but it cannoi function as a "ruIe, " for many items do not
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rewat the title in this way. one ends up by considering this notion
- along with.others in the process of applying judgment. 

-

In conclusion it is necessary to state ttre ir6viouiithit normally the cata-
loger thinks about the data found in the chief source and makes liasic deci-

Involvement in Bibliographic Instruction
among Technical Services Librarians
in Missouri Academic Libraries

V. Lonnie Lawson and Charles E. Slattery

INTRODUCTIoN

V. Lonnie Lawson is Science.and rechnology Librarian and Associate professor, and
CharlelE. sl?Tg| is Humanities Librarian ail Associate professor, ward Edwards Li-
brary, Central Missouri State University.
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METHODOLOGY

vices operations. -r ___^^a:^-^ ^^ri^:+i
Part II of the survey consisted of three pages of questions soliciting opin-

i";, i;;; th" t""frniluirernices coordiriat6r andbther technical services

iid;;;ffi;r ;ai;. th;;;*.t O"iig""ted as the coordinator of public ser-

,^rc*. Ttt"qrestions p;ft;i;;A ioitt? inuot"ement of technical services li-

uiuiiuni in'6ibliogratrihic instruction.

euestionnai.", *"i" r-"*""tiyi" itt"te Missouri academic libraries with

"t 
i!"ri 

""" 
professioriJ ;tb;6" serving full time in a technical services

position. packets *"i".uif"O to the perion designated as coordinator of

i""frri*f services, *ir; ffi ;t""d in uduunce ovdr the phone to distribute

ii;; ii JG qu"*tionn"uii"r ffJii""tini"al services librarians and the pub-

lic services coordinator.

SunvnY RESULTS

,uri academic libraries participated in
L-time and 3 half-time positions cur-
Lbrarians' The greatest number em-
I 12libraries em-ployed only one tech-

technical services librarians in some
hough the perceived definition of bib-
:spondentio respondent' (For exam-
not consider activity at the public ser-
ction.)
servi6es Hbrarians was involved in
ference desk in the evenings and on
t is limited to one or two PeoPle and
week,
red in 14 of the institutions surveyed;

ported that technical services librarians were lnvol
^ 

Library tours were conducted by technical servl

b;i;;:it a".r"uritg otder of frequenc-y,.the types of toursgiven-were

General Tours, Fdli;; RilitiiJe;gfiJtt clais^es, and specialized sub-
jJ;;;;r. itt"'uu"*'g" i""itft oftl'ne r"eported for each tour was 43 min-
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utes. of the 13 libraries in which technical services librarians did not pres-
ently conduct.library tours, 6 reported participation by technical services
lDranans ln the past.

Five technical services coordinators reported other activities in their in-
stitutions performed by technical servic-es librarians that fall within the
tramework of-bibliographic instruction. Among these were: (l) offering
practicums to library science students assigned io a technical services der

o use NOTIS , LCSH, the card catalog,
rwed by staff and public rraining ses-

l:3$ig:i,i?Xf ff :,'il1',f,lltffll:
rg chapters or sections forhandbooks,

creating handouts and assignments foiusebf the Library classes, identitr-
ing technical services personnel with special expertise to serve ajtechnical
services resource advisors for various bibliographic instruction activities,
and instructing student workers.

Twelve libraries indicated that technical services librarians have been
engaged in bibliographic instruction at some time in the past. In addition to

hing, other types of bibliographic in-
library use presentations in freshman
tog and periodical index use instruc-
:ation, and special seminars for spe-

:oordinators reported that public ser-
vices librariars reciprocated for technical services librarians' participation
in bibliographic instruction by performing duties/tasks in the tbchnicil ser-
vrces area, such as processing activities in the acquisitions and cataloging

lported were pre-order searching of
, online catalogs, or OCLC), binding
nks, gathering and sending items to
rd bar coding. Respondents indicated
rformed only on an emergency basis,
ihorthanded, or in libraries where op-
work flow.

. Fiv.e of the respondents indicated that public services librarians have
been involved in such reciprocal activities in the past. None of the libraries
required public services librarians to work in the technical services area to
compensate for the time technical services librarians gave to bibliographic
instruction.

In answer to the inquiry of whether the public services area librarians
provide^d help in automation activities, I 1 iesponded yes and 11 no. The
types of assistance mentioned were involvement in planning and decision
making, discovering and reporting errors, determining circilation param-
eters, providing priorities for system enhancements, writing menus and
help screens, providing user guides, training students, andperforming
OCLC work.

CoNcr,usroN
The survey f,rndings revealed that Missouri academic technical services
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A History of
Information
Scienc€,
Ig45-1995
Dorothy B. Lilley
and Ronald W. Trice

This work covers the emergence and
forty years of growth of information
science. It features people, successful
trends, and the relationships of infor-
mation science to library science,
documentation, and new technolo-
gies. This book also covers the be-
havior of libraries and information
science institutions, and it reports on
research from universities and other
research centers. This work is a
valuable reference to students and
professionals in library and informa-
tion science.

CONTENTS: Information Science,
1945-1968. Nonconventional Information
Systems: 1 948-1968. Information Science
Applied to Libraries. Online Activity,
1940-1 985. Networks: 1965-1985.
Conclusions. Appendices: Acronyms and
Abbreviations. Chronology. References.
Index.
1989, 181 pages, $34.95
ISBN: 0-12-450060-9

Both of these titles are in the Academic press
UBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Series.

ACADEMIC PRESS
Harcourt Bra@ Jovanovich, publishers

Book Marketing Department #16OAO, 1ZSO Sixtti Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101
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The
Science of
fnformation
Robert M. Losee, Jr.

This book provides a survey of vari-
ous concepts and measures of infor-
mation with an emphasis on applica-
tions. Designed as a textbook for a
first-year graduate-level course on
information science, it provides a
basis for the scientific studv of
information. Several measures of
information are suggesfed and then
applied to different areas of study in
the social sciences and humanities.
Computer science topics, such as
databases, natural language pro-
cessing, and coding theory, are exam-
ined in information theoretic terms.
The mathematics necessary for under-
standing these measures and applying
them to a diverse set ofrecurring phe-
nomena is presented in Appendix A.
The level of mathematics is kept
below calculus in virtually all cases.

CONTENTS: Information. Information
Coding. Self-Organization. Information of
the Mind. Reason and Decision Makine.
Language as Information Canier. Infoi
mation Retrieval. Production and Use of
Information. Appendices: Mathematics
for Studying Information. Chaos and Ran-
domness. Bibliography. Index.
June 1990, c. 320 pages
$29.95 (tentative)[SBN: O-t2-45577 t-6
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Shall We Throw Out the Technical
Services-and Then What?

D. Kathryn Weintraub, Editor

to suggest some specific procedures for training staffto undertake new re-
sponsibilities.

Training People for New Job
Responsibilities: The Lesson Plan

Lois M. Kershner is Project Director of the Peninsula Libraries Automated Network, Bel-
mont. California.
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holds, paying fines, renewing books, etc. The full defrnition of the lesson
pl?l__ls created long before the hands-on training job begins.

When blocking out the individual sessions one must take into account the
length of time a ptrson can concentrate-usually no more than two hours at
a time. However, three-hour sessions can be successful with a healthv
(twenty-minute) break in the middle. In this way people walk away from
the s_ystem, forget the thought pattern that they were understanding while
involved, then reapproach the system to realize that they can indeed re-
member the earlier lesson. I have heard people say to a tiainer, "I under-

rave, I will surely forget!" Taking a
:eturning, reinforces the learning pro-
:onfidence.
component of the lesson plan should

orsupplies.Examplesareparticula"?frli:'":ffr::t"'*t-Xli,:*'#i#t:
often even the trainer does not have much experience with it. Furthermore,

len be constructed prior to the session
Ltation during the session.
planning the lesson, experimenting
xamples takes hours of time. This is
reets; quizzes too!

arreacryaur-time job.Eriminati.*J'fi??lSn:fr1T:J!fi l"t1?ilJfr:l#:
to cover necessary tasks is the responsibility of management. If such reas-
srgnments are not made, not only will staff fail to accomplish their ex-
pected jobs and become demoralized; they will also fail to set aside the
necessary time for practice and homework.

Practice! Homework! Yes, indeed! Repetition and structure are impor-
tant elements of a lesson plan. They lead io the description of the praciical
components of a training program based on exploiting the three senses
used for learning: sight, touch, and sound.

First sight! UIe ofnision can take many forms, in that people learn by
reading printed words, and also by watching actual performance of a sys-
tem. Translate this into the training techniques of documentation and dern-
onstration.

. Some people learn best by reading through instructions. Most people,
however, need straightforward "how to" description of the specific sfeps
involved in a library function. often the trainer must write several subseis
of the vendor's doiumentation for local use before training begins. I per-
sonally- prefer a procedural document in a visifile format because it is 6asy
to break the document down into small components, and it is easy to updat-e
the document.

Some people learn by taking notes in order to translate instructions into
their own form of organization. However, people taking voluminous notes
are often so involved in note taking that they do not hear all that is said, do
not see all that is demonstrated, and delay the group as a whole. To remedy
this, I place easy "how-to-do" instructions beside each terminal wher-e
they can be referenced as part of the demonstration and used by the termi-
nal operator. What is especially helpful to the kinesthetic learner, how-
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ever, is a form of note taking that consists of writing down basic com-
mands.

All too often the only component of training is demonstratinghow a sys-
tem works. This only ihowshow well the demonstrator knows the system.
As a trainer, your job is to ensure that the training group can.demonstrate
to you what'ihey h-ave learned. Therefore after a demonstration, have the
training gfoup perform the task (notice the mix ofsight with touch, or see-
ing ana 

-doin'g, 
the one reinforcing the other). Each demonstfated task

sh"ould be limlted so that a person can successfully remember all the steps.
Explain the logic or the "ivhy" of a routine. The broader understanding
will help people grasp the way a sma

For the trainer to be able to see wha
small, usually no more than six or e
This requires pre-planning for a quie
lets for at least three terminals. The tr
places periodically. In this way each t
routine, as well as sit back to watch i
tion. Switching places eases the tensi,
to do something that is foreign or to le
effective.

Do not let the person watching tot
people help each other. As trainer, nt
son at the keyboard do the work (unl
which an explanation would be disru1
giving instru-ctions to the group as a wh
that the group stay with your training agenda.

Privaie prabtice is necessary for review and reinforcement through repe-
tition. Practice takes structure and scheduled time. At least half the time of
the formal training session should be scheduled per person for review.
Each person will need worksheets after each formal session to provide
structure for such a review. The worksheet is a series of exercises ensuring
that all points of the formal session are covered. It provides a tool for-peo-
ple to uie when working quietly, thinking througl the- system for them-
ielves, and learning to us6 the-documeniation. The sheets may _require
written answers or they may be system exercises where the work is re-
viewed online such as a cataloging revision file.

Have the worksheets turned in like homework. They provide the trainer
with another opportunity for seeing that people have been able.to do the
tasks or undersiind con6epts. The/should b6 corrected immediately and
returned as reinforcemenl of the iearning pfocess. If errors occur, the
weak points are reviewed at the next session. People feel comfortable get-
ting them back for they are another form of training document that can be
referred to, and a document that is in their own writing.

Certainly the demonstration of a task involves hearing. But another suc-
cessful au<iitory technique is a question/answer routine;f^o{Y questions-
or to some, the big quiz! This'review toward the end of the lesson plan
reinforces again wf,af has been learned, but this time not by seeing, or do-
ing, but by lalkingihearing. For some, the pressure of what may be re-
garded as a test is necessary structure for learning.
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The questions give an opportunity to talk about concepts, logic, and the
practical application or way a system is used. The use of the system is de-
scribed in terms of answers to practical questions, what if . . . , and how
would you go about . . . ? This is the time to review all the work forms that
will accompany use of the system. The question/answer routine works
well in a group session, with the documentation at hand and the system
available for prompting. Each person picks a slip with a question and
works through the answer to the question. Then in turn each person in the
group reads the question and,gives his or her answer, while the others lis-
ten to confirm that the answer is correct. or add an alternative solution.
Depending on the size of the group each person might have only four or
five questions, so the pressure is not so great for any one individual. The
advantage of presenting the information orally is that it is shared by the
group as a whole. The session helps establish a supportive group, and usu-
ally demonstrates at the end of a training session that a great deal has been
learned-the ultimate objective of the trainer.
_ Once the system is in place, training does not stop but takes different
forms. The dissemination of information may be in the form of a periodic
newsletter or through staff meetings. Retraining may concentrate only on
tricky areas, or may introduce refinements or short cuts. As people join the
staff, all of the written materials that have been prepared for the group ses-
sions can be used with individuals.

The written materials can be used by other trainers, knowing that a qual-
ity training program will provide the means for individuals to learn in the
ways they learn best. Materials include the complete lesson plan broken
down into individual sessions, each with outline and detailed examples,
worksheets for structured review, "how-to" procedural description, and
questions/answers for the practical application of the system. A well-
planned training program takes time to prepare; it takes the commitment of
library management. But training time is time well spent.

RETERENcES

l. All You Wanted to Know about the Automnted Circufuition System but Were Afraid to
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Letters to the
Editor

From Nancy B. Olson, Mankato State
University, Mankato, Minnesota:

tion now includes (with LC Permis-
sion) the index from the LC publica-
tion. The Oberlin compilation has been
timely and extremely useful to cata-
logers.

iet another route to the rule interpre-
tations is through my annual cumula-
tive index to the Cataloging Service
Bulletin, now available from Soldier
Creek Press for bulletins no' l-44.
This indexes all rule interpretations by
rule number. It also indexes all LCRIs
bv terms and phrases from the rule in-
terpretation itself.

Melissa Laning rePlies:
In my review of the Library lf Con-

gress ilule Interpretations, I chose to

with it.
However. Ms. Olson is absolutelY

correct in stating that the Oberlin publi-
cation and her bwn should have been
mentioned. I thank her for pointing out
this omission.

Book Reviews

Catalosins Microcomputer Software :
A trian:uut to AccomPanY AACR2,
Chapter 9, ComPuter Files. BY
Naniv B. Olson. Englewood, Colo':
L ibrar ies Unl imi ted,  1988.  267P'
oaoer. $27.50 U.S.; $33 elsewhere
?rSsN o-8 i287-s l3-x) .  LC 88-
8457.

Crvs ta l .  M inn . :  So ld ie r  C reek
Pr6ss,  1988.  75P.  P4Per,  $17'50
(ISBN 0-936996-34-X)-
Librarians faced with the challenge

of cataloging microcomputer.software
may find-Olion's two manuals helpful



covers the history of cataloging soft-
ware with an excellent annodted bibli-

Iists of compurer-related subject head-
ings (Sears l3rh ed. and LCSH 9th ed.

The last half of this text is devoted to

these were the most readily available.
All examples are presentedin card for-
mat, and include main and added en-

index of  the t i t les.  Olson has very
nicely captured the chief source used in

of the information was derived. A num-
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omitted in the notes). A glossary and an
extensive bibliography compiete the
text.

_ A Manual of AACR2 Examples for
Microcomputer Sofiware wiil MARC
Tagging and Coding is in its third edi-
tion. This, as well as earlier editions,
has been published for members of the
Minnesota AACR2 Trainers. It is lim-
it€d to descriptive cataloging dnd in-
cludes twenty-four monographic titles,
a number of which are the same or ear-
lier versions of titles that appear in the
larger text. Examples are given in card
as well as MARC coded format. Li-
brary school students who are doins
practice inputting of bibliographic recl
ords for this material may find this a
handy tutorial.

At present, Olson's two software cat-
aloging manuals are the most current
devoted to this topic. However, users
need to be aware that the final version
of Chapter t has since been published
with some minor modifications in the
revised edition of AACR2. Dewev 20
has also been published, as weil as
more recent  updates of  LCSH
headings.-Ann M. Sandberg-Fox,
Washington, D.C.

Biryding Terms: A Thesaurus for Use
in Rare Book and Special Collec-
tions Cataloguing. Prepared by the
Standards Committee of the Rare
Books and Manuscr ipts  Sect ion
(ACRL/ALA). Chicago: Associa-
tion of College and Research Li-
p1a {9s ,  1988 .  37p .  pape r ,  $10 ;
$8 .50  members  ( ISBN 0 -8389 -
7210).

Provenance Evidence : The saurus for
Use in Rare Book and Special Cot-
lections Cataloguing. Prepared by
the Standards Committee of the Rar-e
Books and Manuscr ipts  Sect ion
(ACRL/ALA). Chicago: Associa-
tion of College and Research Li-
braries, 1988. l9p. paper, 99; g7
members (ISBN 0-8389 -7 239 -X).
It is thesauri like these that make the

MARC format workable for rare book
and manuscript collections, and the au-
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thors are to be congratulated for their
efforts and their products. That said,
we can now question and quibble. But
first an explanation.

These two thesauri, and others in the

field * 2 according to a predetermined
code (rbbin and rbprov respectively)'
This impenetrable coding is not the
fault of ihe thesauri; we are all aware

The use of the field itself is voluntary,
and when it is used with these thesaural
terms, it can include geographic and
temporal qualifiers. Furthermore. the
degiee of specificity is a matter for lo-
cal-control. This combination of stric-
ture and discretion would seem to as-
sume that the field will be used for
searching withininstitutions, but it may
not be effective for searches across
the national databases. One senses
throughout the explanatory material a
compromise between the requirements
of sinsle institutions and those of the
field a-s a whole. While these thesauri
cannot solve this old conflict in the rare
book and manuscript world, they make
a noble and largely successful attempt
at standardizing the representation of
iudement calls.
" O'ne succeeds rather more than the
other, and that difference is due largely
to the character of the subject matter
being controlled. First the simpler and
mord successful case. Provenance evi-
dence is a vague concept, here defined
as referring not only "to former own-

Dresent in both thesauri.)' 
What is not made clear in both the-

sauri is that the hierarchical presenta-

but that is not always a simple matter
since the various facets treat closely re-
lated concepts. This problem may not
be serious,-since MARC is not really
hospitable to faceting anyway (except
for bate and place), but it is a stumbling
block in usinq the documents. Since the
authors took-the trouble to work out a
hierarchy, one would like to see more
svndetic structure to make full use of
the constructs. One would also like to
see in both thesauri preferred terms in
bold tvpeface-again to make use of the
docurir'ent easier-. Overall' the cross-

The second thesaurus considered
here, Binding Terms , suffers from a de-
fect inherent in verbal constructs devel'
oped to control visual and physical ma-
terial . The words are codes for the
imases. and in this case the words are
not Enoueh. Even ifone were to consult
the cited-works. that would still not be
enough, since many ofthose reference
worki also use only words and not pic-
tures to describe the binding in ques-
tion. Scope notes and definitions are
too few. fhe work cries out for illustra-
tion. Apart from this defect-a fairly
fundamental  one- the work is  wel l
thought-out, and the decisions on terms



Both volumes are constructed with
care, include straightforward introduc_

could be used in searches that move uD
and down their hierarchies. With such a

q ld . -  t echn i ca l l y  soph i s t i ca ted
distribution.- Deiidre C.'Stam, Syra_
cuse University, Syracuse, New york.

( r sBN 0 -87287_583_0) .  LC  88_
27302.

_ The purpose of this work, as stated in
Frost's preface, is to ..offer a compre-
hensive approach to the organizitjon
and access of non-book miterials."
The book succeeds in meeting this very
worthy goal. It is a clear, co-ncise, anb
readable guide to nonbook materials
and the cataloging rules that govern
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their organization. The author is quick
to point out that this book, like AACR2
and MARC, is "dynamic in nature,',
and its content and examples will need
to change due to future updates, revi-
sions, and interpretations.

The author cannot be faulted for not
redefining the term nonbook in this
guide. Instead, she straightforwardly
indicates that rhe materials included
correspond to the formats covered in
AACR2 under chapters 3 (cartographic
.31s1ials), 6 (sound recordings), 8
(graphic materials), 7 (motion pictures
and videorecordings), 9 (machine-
readable data f i les) ,  l0  ( three-
dimensional artifacts and realia). and
I I (microforms). Differences between
AACR2, AACR2 rev ised edi t ion,
OCLC procedures, and LC (Library of
Congress) practice are discussed.- At

sources. These reference sources range
from LC manuals to ALA publicatiois
to dictionaries and encyclopedias, and
these sources are provicied ai additional
a.ids in unraveling the nonbook mys-
trque.

An added bonus is the discussion of
classification schemes, subject access,
and (shelf) organization given in the
chapters on cartographic materials,
sound recordings, graphic materials,
computer files, and microforms. Al-
though-the discussions are brief, they
cover the highlights of various classifi-
cation and organization schemes and
provide the reader with an introduction
to the myriad methods that are in exist-
ence for coping with nonbook materi-
a ls .
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shelvins, and a definition for the term
kit are-mentioned. And developments
such as MARC format integration and
its impact on cataloging nonbook mate-
rials are also discussed.

All in all, the title is a useful guide for
nonbook veterans as well as for new-
comers. The lists of reference sources
alone make the title useful; the catalog-

Science, 1989. P.256-384. PaPer'
$15 p lus $ l  Postage ( ISSN 0024-
2s94).
In her introduction, Paskoff implies

that this issue is geared toward librari-
ans who have had little contact with
current innovations in library technol-
osy. These nine articles are primarily
(iJtheir bibliographies attest) synopses
of recent articles on library automation
that have appeared in library and infor-
mation science journals. Anyone who
has managed to keep abreast with only
a few of tfr'e populariibrary news publi-
cations will not likely find any new rev-
elations here. But for those who have
been too busy or reluctantto familiarize
themselves with the newer technology,
this issue of Library Trends is a good
place to start. The articles are clear and
concise. Paskoff has selected contribu-
tors who are knowledgeable and expe-
rienced writers.

In the lead article, William Saffady
sives a historical overview of the na-
iure and methods of the initial applica-
tions of automation to library technical
and public services. Also of a historical
nature is Danny Wallace and Joan Gig-
lierano's articl-e on microcomputers in
libraries. They find microcomputers

have been used mainly for task opera-

instruction of library patrons on how
effectively to use information technol-
osv."Of a mote technical nature are Pam-

vendors, and F. W. Lancaster's paper
on online (and interactive) access to^
electronic  publ ish ing.  Probably of
most interest to LRTS readers will be
Paskoff's article on the library as a sup-
olier of software. In addition to giving
ieads of sources of software reviews.
she has some advice on cataloging,
orocessinq, and circulation of soft-
ware. thJissue is completed with Su-

State Library, IndianaPolis'



lection developrnent and is far more
helpful and sophisticated than Collec-
tion Development Policies (CLIp Note
#2), issued in 1981. The book is di-

may -provide a model for special col-
lege libraries.

Specialized collection policies make
up the remainder of the vblume. Those

tional examples of such expanded poli-
cies for nonbook formats-would have

. The. truly wide variety of examples
included here wil l make the tasft of

demic l ibrarians wil l argue with the ne-
cessi ty  for  such pol iCy documents,
many college administrators are reluc-
tant to sanction such efforts because of
time and personnel involved; this col-
lection of policy statements provides
ample evidence of the worth of such ex-
penditures.

Unfortunately, like other volumes in
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the series, this Clip Note is frustrating
to the cataloger because of its lack oT
LCCN and CIP.-Mary Margaret Ben-
son, Linfield College, McMinnvitte,
Oregon.

One Hundred Years of Sci-Tech Li-
b.raries: A Brief Hisiory. Ed. by El-
l is  Mount .  New York:  Haworth
Press, 1988. 193p. $2a.95 (ISBN 0-
86656-745-3). Lc 87-34567. Issued
also as Science & Technology Li-
brar ies,  v .8,  no. l  (Fal l  1987). -
The volume is dedicated to the l00th

anniversary of the founding of the
School of Library Economy by lrrtetvit
Dewey. Half of it covers academic sci-
tech libraries, public library clepart-
ments devoted to science and technol-
ogy, sci-tech l ibraries in-the federal
government, development of corporate
sci - tech l ibrar ies,  in format ion re-
trieval, and history ofeducation for sci-
tech librarianship. The orher half is a
statistical,survey of data from twenty-
three academic scientific and ensineer-
ing libraries in ARL, a survey of-litera-
ture on CAD/CAM, new ieference
works in science and technology, and
sci-tech in review, the last two-beins
regular features ofthe iournal. 

-

The technique is somewhat similar to
the Library Trends survey issues and
the LRIS "Year's Work in . . " cov-
erages, except for the Emerson Hilker
statistical article, new reference works.
sci-tech in review, and the Everett H.
Brenner piece.

Do not look for tributes to Charles
Cotton Dana, who was instrumental in
founding the Special Libraries Associ-
ation, for citation to the Alma Clarvoe
Mitchell account of SLA. or for a lot of
attention paid to the tremendous effects
in sci-tech libraries produced by Xe-
rox. audio- and viddotape/recoiders.
zebra stripes, laser disks, and OCLC.
Also missing is coverage of the fantas-
tlc increases in the costs of serials, es-
pecially the sci-tech ones: electronic
books and indexes; and the facsimile
machine,_ all significant developments
in not only sci-tech l ibraries buf for all
involved in information science.
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Nor is there much here of interest on

in academic' public, and governme.nt
libraries. Automation, except tor. Te
Brenner article, is covered only bnetly

welltown, Tennessee.

ervation'
The primary audience for these pa--

p"., it ldtiniittutots of large research

libraries, but the provocative.and co-

gent argument for a. preservatlon pro-

gram afrplies to administrators of all li-

6 ra r i e l ' t ha t  a re  resPons ib le  f o r



goals were met by surveying the need
a,nd presenting workshops throughout
the state.

The report includes a thorough de-
scription and analysis of the survey
methodology. The questionnaire and
cover letters are included in an appen-
dix, and the answers are listed and dis-
cussed in the text. The mechanics of
setting up the workshops are discussed
and the contents of the workshops are
outlined, but the actual techniques that
were taught are not included.

The project was well planned and the
report is well written. It will be a useful
guide to library groups that are plan-
ning disaster recovery networks. It
does not directly address recovery
techniques or provide a blueprint for
those who are writing local disaster
plans. It may be interesting to people
who want examples of library question-
naires, or who want to organize other
kinds of library networks.

Both books inc lude b ib l iographic
references but no index. They are rec-
ommended to anyone interesied in the
topics covered.-Martha Hanscom,
University of Wyoming, Laramie.

The British Library: A Guide to lts
Structure, Puhlications, Collec-
tions and Semices. By Alan Dav.
London: Library Asso-ciation (dijt.
i n  U .S .  by  Amer i can  L ib ra ry
Assn.) ,  1988.  190p.  $27 ( ISBN 0-
8536s-628-2).
Day, head of the Depanment of Li-

brary and Information Studies at Man-
chester Polytechnic, sets himself the
task of writing a "descriptive conspec-
tus" ofthe publications, both those is-
ued by the library itselfand those pub-

lished elsewhere, that describe, the
Brit ish Library's collections or ser-
vices. To give a context to what would
have otherwise been a bleak summarv.
he summarizes the historv both of the
library from its formation in 1973 to the
present and of its predecessor collec-
tions and services, and describes the li-
brary's present activities and plans for
the future.
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The collections themselves are such
a patchwork (the printed and manu-
script collections at the British Museum
in Bloomsbury; the Library Associa-
t ion l ibrary nearby on Ridgmount
Street; the Newspaper Library at Col-
indale; the recorded sound collections
in South Kensington; the Lending Divi-
sion in Boston Spa, Yorkshire; and the
Science Reference and Information
Service at two locations in Holborn)
and the services so wide-ranging (e.g..
the Preservation Service, the Copy-
right Receipt Office, and the British
National Bibliography) that outsiders
may well wonder how it can all be gov-
erned. The library seems less an insti-
tution than a figment of administration.
Presumably, the new building going up
in St .  Pancras wi l l  change that  by
bringing the scattered units under one
roof, giving the library at last a home of
l ts  own.

Day describes this well enough, pro-
viding sections on humanities and so-
cial sciences, in which he describes the
collections in central London; on bib-
liographic services, including BNB and
BLAISE; on science, technology, and
industry, including the Lending Divi-
sion in Boston Spa and the science li-
braries in Holborn; on research and de-
velopment; and on the library's future
plans. In each section he summarizes in
narrative form the publications that
treat that portion of the library, some-
times going so far as to give the dimen-
sions of pamphlets or the kind of paper
on which they are printed. All this is
workmanlike. but no student will want
to read any section straight through, let
alone the entire work. Day has written
a reference book in monograph's cloth-
ing, which, in the tradition of such
works, few will look into until forced
by need to do so.

The book comes alive at last in the
chapter called "Most Urgent Need,"
which chronicles the effons of the li-
brary directors to find a location for
their new building. This story reveals
much about Britain itself-the intimate
ties between national institutions and
the government, opposition from the
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council ofthe Borough ofCamden, ar-
ticles in ZLS protesting the abandon-
ment of the round Reading Room at the
Brit ish Museum. Day here shows a
flair for humor that had hitherto been
hidden: he calls a pamphlet issued by
the library to justify expansion of the
Bloomsbury site a "non-starter in the
Westminster Public Relations and En-
vironmental Stakes," and comments
that an architect's article on the St. Pan-
cras building "expand[s] rather than
diminish[es] the mystery of the archi-
tect's craft. "

Day's book certainly opens the way
to further exploration of the British Li-
brary, and it may seem graceless to
criticize a book for not doing some-
thine its author did not set out to do.
Nev-ertheless, one wishes for a full ver-
sion, with all its politics, of the battle to
build the new library; for some hint of
what an incomparable place for study
the library and its predecessors have
been; for an indication of the stupefy-
ins richness of the collections; and for
an-account of what it is like to study
there. The subject is heavy with possi-
bil i t ies, and Day's book, however wor-
thy, engenders regret that he did not
wr i te  one of  those other  books
instead. -Rob ert Balay, Choice, Mid-
dletown, Connecticut.

Qualitative Collection Analysis: The- 
Conspectus Methodology. nY OeU-
orah Jakubs. SPEC Kit #l5l . Wash-
ington,  D.C. :  Associat ion of  Re-
search L i  bra r ie  s ,  Of f ice of
Management Services, 1989. I l9P.
paper, $20 plus $5 postage and han-
dling, U.S. (ISSN 0160-3582).
This volume addresses the assess-

ment of collections through the use of
the RLG (Research Libraries Group)
conspectus methodology and suggests
practical uses for the information thus
obtained. It follows the usual format
for SPEC kits and includes a flyer, the
1988 North American Collections In-
ventory Project (NCIP) Questionnaire,
and selections from documents sent in
response to it. The documents illustrate
assessment activit ies under way in a
dozen university libraries, a library ref-

erence agency, and a regional project.
The rnaterials are divided into four

sections. The first covers planning doc-

part discusses the actual methods used
io rate the relative strength of collec-
tions. While no new methods are pro-
posed, the selected documents give a
Lood overview of the usual ones and
Iome insights into the problems of im-
plementing them.'  

The  th l rd  g roup ing  o f  ma te r i a l s
shows how the assessment data can be

would have been helPful.
The final section consists of sample

reports. These provide several differ-
ent models for those compiling similar
documents. The report on the imple-
mentation of the conspectus for psy-

The major limitations of this book
are those-inherent in its form. It is

sity of Dayton, Ohio.

An Introduction to AACR2: A Pro-
grammed Guide to the Second Edi-
iion of the Anglo-American Cata-



loguing Rules, 1988 Revision. 3d
ed. London: Clive Bingley (dist. in
V-.!. bV American Liblary Assn.),
1 9 8 9 .  1 5 3 p .  f  l  t . 5 0 :  $ 2 1  U . S .
(tsBN 0-85 I 57 -45',1 -2).

viewed by Michael Gorman (who sub-
sequently became editor of AACR2 and

There have been some internal
changes in the programmed textbook
through its own editions, apart from the
obvious code differencei it reflects.
The scrambled first edition was un,
paged. but the two most recent versions

been omitted from the second and third
edi t ions.  I ts  presence could save a
reader some time, although the organi-
zation of frames in these later ediiions
ismore user friendly than in the pioneer
edition.

carried 234 frames, the second 216,
and the new edition 218. Just over half
of the 218 frames are "information"-
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type frames, the balance consisting of
response frames. Information frames
pose open and occasionally multiple-
choice questions. Specific referencb to
rules and other parts of AACR2 is made
in most  in format ion and response
frames.

The purpose of the text is to teach
fundamental principles of the standard,

AACR2, 1988 Revision, and Implica-
tions for Automated Systems, by Jean
Weihs and Lynne Howarth (Ottawa:
Canadian Library Association, 1988),
rather than study Hunter 3. The latter
does not concentrate on the 1988 Revi-
sion as such but incorporates changes
while addressins the cbde as a who]e.
Code changes inllude modifications in
rule numbering and wording, reorgani-
zation of music uniform title rules, and
revision of rules for computer fi les.
Programmed text changes include cor-
rections of errors and of insufficient
spacings that occurred in Hunter 2.
Hunter 3 should encourage and assist
students of information and librarv sci-
ence. instructors. and beginning cata-
logers to gain ground and appreciation
of the entire u4,4 CR2 in its new manifes-
tation. There may well be a need for
more advanced and specialized pro-
grammed textbooks focusing on de-
tailed study of the new code, building
on the foundations laid bv Hunter and
equally formulated on sound behav-
ioral and learning theory findings.-
Alan R. Thomas, Department of Infor-
mation and Technology, Ealing
College of Higher Education, lnndon.

Intelligent Interfoces and Retrieval
Methods for Subject Searching in
Bibliographic Retrieval Systems.
By Charles R. Hildreth. Advances in
Library Information Technology,
no.2. Washington, D.C.: Catalog-
ing Distribution Service, Library of
Congress, 1989. 120p. paper, $20
( r sBN 0 -8444 -0626 -0 ) .  LC  88 -
39045.
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the present research will soon point to
what will eventually be recognized as
the solution, or more l ikely, a-set of so-
lutions. It looks as if thqnext decade
will be as lively and productive as the
1980s have been.-Phyllis A. Rich-
mond, Cleveland, Ohio.

The ACLS Survey of Scholars: Final
Report of Views on Pablications,
Computers, and Libraries. By Her-
bert C. Morton and Anne J. Price,
with the collaboration of Robert
Cameron Mi tchel l .  Washington,
D.C.: Office of Scholarlv Commun-
ication and Technology, American
Council of Learned Societies, 1989.
t37p. $27.50 (ISBN 0-819t-7260-
X);  paper,  $14.75 ( ISBN 0-8191-
7261-8). LC 88-39482. (Available
from University Press of America,
4720 Boston Way, Lanham, MD
20106.)
There is l i tt le disagreement within

our profession that the single most im-
portant consideration in managing an
academic library is also the least under-
stood: the perspective of the faculty,
our chief clientele. The ACLS survev is
a snapshot of scholars in the humaniiies
and social sciences, nationwide, taken
during a crucial time of transition for li-
braries in the system of scholarly com-
munication. While it solicits views on
fairly specific matters, it also stimu-
lates and serves as a vehicle for the ex-
pression of broader concerns about the
academic envi ronment .  Conducted
during 1985, the survey is based on a
stratif ied random sampling of 5,385
scholars both within and outside the ac-
ademic community, resulting in a usa-
ble return rate of 7l percent. The
present volume constitutes the defini-
tive report, superseding earlier releases
of the findings by the incorporation of
thirty new tables, a special section on
the views ofretirees, a technical appen-
dix on the survey procedure, a copy of
the survey questionnaire, and a most
helpful analysis of the data pertinent to
libraries prepared by Paul Kantor.

As the tit le of this handy volume
makes clear, the survey attempted to
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ascertain the collective academic per-
spective on publishing and publica-
tions, on the role of computing, and on
the role of the library. The survey also
does well in recording many of the
habits of scholars as they go about their
work. Specific findings are far too nu-
merous and varied to be cited here. for
the survey provides insight of varying
levels of value into a great many areas
of concern to academic librarians, well
beyond those that are presented just in
the library section. Implicit in the re-
ported findings is considerable poten-
tial for the development of hypotheses
to guide further research in a variety of
areas. For example, literary scholars
are found to be less favorable about the
library than are other scholars (p. I l2).
A recurring inference from the data
points to the need to market library and
information services more seriouslv
than our profession has done thus fai.
This is not a nsw idea. ofcourse. vet it
is noteworthy that it emerges from this
particular survey.

The present reviewer (who occasion-
ally wears rose-colored glasses) finds
that the survey reflects a healthier, less
chaotic scholarly environment than
other diagnoses have suggested. As a
group nationwide, faculty do not seem
to hold unreasonable expectations for
either the library or computing; in fact,
they are more patient and accepting
about libraries than are most librarians.
Nor are scholars either unduly skepti-
cal or unreasonablv enthusiastic about
the potential of th6 computer in their
disciplines. If there is cause for disap-
pointment in this insightful, yet reas-
suring assessment, it is that the schol-
arly community does not have higher
expectations for the library; for exam-
ple, for more professional assistance
and more communication about ser-
vices and resources on the local cam-
pus.

One can quibble about the frequent
typographical errors that mar the text,
about methodology, about the scope of
the survey, about the percentage ofac-
tive scholars surveyed, or about vari-
ous interpretations of data. But the fact
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remains that the ACLS survey is a care-
fullv executed examination that now
conititutes a very important document
in the h is torography of  Amer ican
scholarship, as well as a benchmark for
comparat ive study in  the future. -
Charles B. Osburn, University of Ala-
bama, Tuscaloosa.

Buying Books: A How-To-Do-It Man-
ual for Librarians. By Audrey
Eaglen. How-To-Do-It Manuals for
Libraries, No. 4. New York: Neal-
Schuman, 1989. 166p. paper, $35
( r s B N  l - 5 5 5 7 0 - 0 1 3 - 6 ) .  L C  8 8 -
3368.
The author's self-proclaimed focus is

to educate professional librarians as to
"how to buy books good," and step by
minute step she expla ins how to
achieve this goal. Unfortunately, the
author proceeds from the premise that
acquisit ions l ibrarians know litt le or
nothing about the publishing industry
or about how to purchase books effi-
ciently and effectively. Therefore, to
those of us (I would guess the majority
of conscientious acquisit ions l ibrari-
ans) who do keep abreast of trends in
publishing and continuously endeavor
to seek better the less-costly ways of ac-
quiring library resources, the tone of
the book is condescending. Moreover,
the author confines examples of library
purchasing procedures to a large public
library with several branches, thus lim-
iting the applicability to academic and
other library situations. The book af-
fords little new or particularly helpful
information to its designated audience
of professional librarians.

However, the book does provide an
excellent overview ofthe publ ishing in-
dustry and library purchasing proce-
dures for library science students or
others outside the profession. In Part I
the author covers the book publishing
industry, from the first book inscribed
on stone to the state-of-the-art technol-
ogy of the 1980s. Part II describes the
various types of vendors, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each, and
factors to consider in choosing a ven-
dor. The obligations ofboth vendor and

library to achieve a mutually produc-
tive relationship are delineated. The
author concludes with chapters on the
ordering process and on her personal
experiences in automating acquisi-
trons.

Occasionally the author makes gen-
eralizations that seem questionable,
such as "librarians seem loath to dis-
cuss the companies that provide them
with books"  (p.9a) .And there are
some inaccurate statements, such as
"Acid-free paper . . . is also relatively
expensive" (p.61 -62). Recent articles
in- Publishers Weeklv indicate that
"acid-free paper is comparably priced
to acidic paper in quality weights and
grades" (March 31, 1989, p.l2), and
that once mills are converted, acid-free
paper can actually be less costly than
acidic paper. Despite these detractions,
the book provides a good general intro-
duction to the subject. Some helpful
back-of+he-book pluses include a list
of selected U.S. wholesalers, a glos-
sary, a selected annotated bibliogra-
phy,  and an index.-Nancy MYers,'IJiiversiry 

of South Dakota, Vermilion.

The Serials Information Chain: Dis-
cussion, Debate and Dialog. Pro-
ceedinss of the Nonh American Se-
rials l i terest Group (NASIG), 2d
Annual  Conference,  June 14-17,
1987, Denison University, Gran-
ville, Ohio. Ed. by Leigh Chatterton
and Mary El izabeth Clack.  New
York: Haworth Press, 1988. 174p.
$29.9s (ISBN 0-866s6-744-5). LC
81-31063. Also published as The Se-
r i a l s  L ib ra r i an ,  v .13 ,  no .2 l3 ,
Oct./Nov. 1987. (New address for
publ isher :  l0  Al ice St . ,  B ingham-
ton.  NY l39M).
The serials information chain of the

title refers to serials publishers, sub-
scription agents, and serials librarians,
a l l  o f  whom are wel l  rePresented
among the authors of papers given at
the second annual NASIG conference.
Since the goal of NASIG is to promote
learnins and understanding within this
informition chain, mostbf the pro-
ceedings consist of publishers, ven-
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dors, and librarians explaining their ac-
tivit ies to one other. As at the first
NASIG conference, the discussion, de-
bate, and dialogue are fostered bY a
program covering some of the hottest
topics in serials.

Of these topics, serials pricing, not
surorisinslv. receives the most atten-
tioi. In a"v6rv candid discussion two li-
brarians go headto-head with a pub-
lisher ovir steadily increasing jorirnal
prices. The effect of the current busi-
ness climate on the ethics and pricing
practices of both publishers and ven-
dors is eloquently covered by a vendor,
with a critical response by a librarian.
In another dialogue the relationship be-
tween primary publishers and second-
ary publishers (indexing and abstract-
ing services) is explored by representa-
tives of each. Other articles are primar-

offer practical advice or give accounts
of firsthand experiences.

The papers in this volume reveal the
diverse styles of the authors but are
generally well written, and the whole is
edited to reflect the structure ofthe con-
ference. Since the second NASIG con-
ference emphasized concerns in serials
acquisitions, topics such as serials cata-
loging, binding, preservation, and au-
tomation are ignored or given less cov-
erase than at the f,irst conference. This
nairows the audience for this volume to
readers directly involved in serials ac-
quisitions or to those who wish to edu-
cate themselves about the materials that
are assuming ever larger portions of li-
brary budgets. Perhaps trying to follow
some of its own advice, this volume
costs $5 less than the previous NASIG
proceedings. It contains enlightening
information for libraries or businesses
in which serials are a maJor concern.-
Lori Osmus, Iowa State University,
Ames.

Indexing: The Stute of Our Knowl-
edge and the State of Our lgno'

rance. Proceedings of the 20th An-
nual  Meet ing of  the Amer ican
Society of Indexers, New York CitY,
May 13, 1988. Ed. bY Bella Hass
Weinbers. Medford, N.J.: Learned
Informaiiron, 1989. 134p. paper, $30
( r sBN 0 -938734 -32 -6 ) .  LC  89 '
2452.
In 1978 the second edition of Anglo-

American Cataloguing Rales brought
belated recognition of the value of in-
dexes by auihorizing the inclusion of
the note "Includes index" in biblio-
graphic records. Even though th-e Li-
braiy of Congress has subsequently de-
creed in its Cataloging Service
Bulletin, No. 44 (Spring 1989), "Do
not make a note for the presence of an

in its traditional and new formats.
As indicated in the subtitle, this vol-

ume brings us up to date on the state of
the art of-indexihg, and it also presents
a short history of the American Society
of Indexers. The topics covered are:
the literature of indexing, book index-
ine principles and standards; indexing
soh*a.e;' database design: indexing
applications; indexing for print, on-
line, and CD-ROM: vocabularY con-
trol; indexing and classification: f i le
organization and display .for informa-
tion retrieval; automatic indexing: in-
dexing, searching, and relevance; and
the usefulness of indexes. All but one
of the above includes bibliographical
references.

The editor's agreeable writing style
is readily apparent in the preliminary
matter, and her excellent introduction
to each paper relates it as part of a co-
herent wh6le, leading the reader enthu-
siastically on to the paper itself. Al-
though style varies by contributor. each
papei is well written, interesting. and
informative. Perhaps due to excellent
editorial work, one has the decided im-
pression that there was but one author.
The ohvsical layout of this volume is
pleasin!, and only eight minor typo-



graphical errors were noted.

noun entry, and two sets ofreverse en-
tnes appear to be incomplete,  e.g. ,
"Controlled vocabularies,- versus fiee
text retrieval,9T-99" and ,.Free text
in format ion ret r ieval ,  versus con-
troffed vocabulary, 62-66." And it is

Overall, however, this is an excel-
lent, pleasant-to-read little volume that
merits a place in any l ibrary because of
its survey ofthe current state ofthe in-
dexing art and its relationship to infor-
mation science and research in artificial
intelf igence.-Eldon W. Tamblyn.
Portlund State University, Oregon.-

Quarterly. New York: Haworth,
1988. 23 lp. $32.95 (ISBN 0-86656-
69s-3). LC 88-16383.
The strong point of this book is that it

very helpful essays: one that recounts
the history and explains the fields of the
lormat: one that addresses the elements
of the ANSI standard for serial hold-
rngs statements; and one that reports on
SISAC's (Serials Indusrrv Svst6ms Ad-
visory Committee) worli on standards
that will facilitate the handlins of seri-
als in automated environmenti.

The majority of the papers provide
precise details of the implementation
process and include summaries that
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outline problems, successes, and sug-
gestions. There are accounts of exten-
sive revision of the format for local use
as well as descriptions of strict adher-
ence to the format's guidelines. It was
encouraging to read that the format is
being accommodated by locally devel-
oped systems as well as by commer-
cially produced systems and that coop-
eration among institutions is occurring.
A small number of the papers provide
the reader with only plans or accounts
of half-done installations.

Anyone planning to implement the
format would benefit from readins all
the papers in this compilation. SJlec-
tive reading ofthe papers that fit an in-
stitution's environment is not enough to
provide an understanding of the eTfort
involved. Reading all of.the papers
gave me an overview of the format's
limitations and assets. The majority of
the papers expressed the hope thaf the
format would take users' eiperiences
into consideration and revise and en-
hance the format with better explana-
tions and examples. There was a con-
sensus that the format should provide
guidelines that would serve as an au-
thoritative set of rules for implement-
ing the format, much as AACR2 serves
as the authority for cataloging.

I was favorably impressed by this
practical group ofpapers. I believe that
it is a good source of information and
guidance for any institution planning to
implement  the format .  -Bevei ley
Geer-Butler, Maryland Newspaper
Project, College Park.

Library Management and Technical

88-6824. Also published as The
Journal of Library Administation,
v.9,  no.  l .
In this volume Jennifer Careill has

collected articles from fifteen librari-
ans who are primarily academics, rang-
ing from heads of acquisitions to ad-
m in i s t ra to rs .  Each  was  asked  to
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contr ibute h is  or  her  v iewPoint  on
"The Changing Role ofTechnical Ser-
v ices."  T[e iesul t  is  e leven wel l -
written articles that cover a broad range

an overview of current operatlng pro-
cedures, while the Cargill book con-
centrates on the changes occurrlng ln
technical services.

In the first article Diane J. Cimbala
examines the mission of technical ser-
vices in the librarY, James R. DwYer
discusses the evolutionary role of tech-
nical services, Donald C. Riggs clearly
outlines the difference between a leader

describe the changing staffing patterns
that occurred at Texas Tech since the
1970s. Constance L. Foster encour-
ages those suffering from "techno-
ri."rt" to be flexible, sensitive, and
adaptable. In "Staffing Technical Ser-
v ic6s in  1995,"  Janet  Swan Hi l l  con-
c ludes:  " .  no s ingle Predict ion
about technical services staffing would
serve all l ibraries."

Brian Alley urges libraries to look at
their technical services staff and orga-
nize them so theY can be more cost-
ef fect ive.  Gisela M'  Webb recom-
mends educating technical services
staff for the future by insti l l ing new vi-
sions and values, setting a good exam-
ple, and encouraging all staff to be-
bome the best they can be.

Dana C. Rooks and Linda L. ThomP-

vices," by Gloriana St. Clair, Jane
Treadwell, and Vicki Baker.

There are manY thought-Provoking
ideas presented in th is  volume, but
there is nothing that has not been ad-

"o lanners,  th inkers,  and doers ' " -
Eiaine K. Rust, Northern lllinois Uni'
versity, DeKalb.

idea" for each entry, and then "to set
them on their waY." For manY terms,
the idea is not ciear, and good direc-
tions are not Provided.

Anv study'of bibliograPhY is made

difiicirlt byihe lack of standardization
in the use of terminology and by the fact



jacket" and "limired edition"). Stokes
provides good notes and references to
many of the terms defined, but some
need references where there are none

amples included may not support the
author 's  def in i t ion (see the use of
"wheel" and "roll" in the entries for
"fi l let" and "roll border"; and ..book
binder" should be bookbinder). Some
terms are unusual and their orisins are
not  expla ined (see '  ' rne i lb .ane
books"). In some cases Stokes'defini-
t ions are incomplete (see "coucher,"
where its use in papermaking is not
mentioned), difficult to understand (see
"pal le t " ) ,  inaccurate (see "d iced
ga l f " ) ,  o r  m is lead ing  ( see  " cum-
dach," where a readeimight assume
the listed books are also missing). Two
te rms ,  "go lden  l e t t e r "  and  . . l i no
cuts," have no definit ions. The book
contains some incorrect definitions that
tend to encourage the misuse of termi-
nology that others strive to correct (see
"paste downs, " where what Stokes de-
scribes should be called spine l inings
and f i l l ) .  Some def in i t ions inc lude
terms which themselves need an expli-
cation (for example "printing" ind
"perfe-cting" under "half-sheei impo-
sition").

Stokes states that the reader should

Bookbinding and the Conservation of
Books .  by  Ma t t  Robe r t s  and  Don
Etherington. The Oxford Engtish Dic-
t ionary would be usefu l  for  other
terms, as would the index in McKerrow
and Gaskell.
. ̂  This book could be improved by clar-
ifying some entries and-deleting-terms
that are explained well in Ca-rter or
Glaister. It would also benefit from the
use of typesetting. In the introduction,
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Stokes refers to references and sus-
gested readings for his entries; note thit
these are called, respectively, "notes"
and "references. " This book does pro-
vide some useful information for the
student, ifused as Stokes directs in his
introduction. It is not recommended as
a substitute for Carter or Glaister.-
Karl Longstreth, University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor.

Statistics for Library Decision Mak-
ing: A Handbook. By Peter Hernon
and others. Norwood, N.J.: Ablex,
1989.  200p.  $35 ( ISBN 0-89391-
586 -6 ) ;  pape r ,  $19 .95  ( ISBN 0 -
8939 l-605-6). LC 89-67 44.
Statistics is a particularly powerful

research tool that librarians are slowly
beginning to recognize and appreciat-e
as an equally powerful management
tool. The problem is that many librari-
ans are not prepared to work with either
quantified data or statistical operations
and tests. As one of those who would
often prefer to read the prose introduc-
tions and conclusions of statistical re-
ports, this reviewer knows the frustra-
tion of viewing a page of mathematical
statements and feeling inadequate to
comprehend it easily. Out of this has
come an appreciation of statistical con-
cepts and findings that are expressed in
simple, clear prose. Perhaps the best
example is the chapter on "Retrieval
Systems Evaluation," by Charles H.
Davis and James E. Rush intheir Guide
to Information Science. Without talk-
ing down to the reader, they present ba-
sic statistics in easy-to-read and com-
prehensib le Engl ish,  prov id ing the
reader with a useful complement to
textbooks on statistics.

Is another book on statistics for li-
brarians needed? Yes! Does this book
meet that need? Only to a limited ex-
tent. Hernon, the primary author and
seeming editor, states in his preface
that "This handbook . . was intended
to assist students Iin the Simmons Col-
lege Doctor of Arts programl . . . in
better understandins statistics and the
types of decision thi-t the selection of a
test entails." He then identifies nine
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additional obiectives which include a
review of the research process, a pre-
sentation of fundamental statistical
concepts and methods, and the need to
familiarize library managers with sta-
tistical analysis graphics and micro-
computer software. Thus the authors
set themselves an ambitious task, too
ambitious, perhaps, for in trying to do
so many things, they did not fully ac-
complish most of their objectives.

Statistical concepts are discussed in
six of the eleven chapters, while the
other five deal with research methods
in general  and thei r  adminis t rat ive
value, microcomputer software, three
examples of  s tat is t ica l  appl icat ions.
and  some pub l i ca t i on  adv i ce .  The
seven-page bibliography contains a-
mixture of textbooks and examples of
the use of statistics from the profes-
sional literature. There are author and
subiect indexes.

As a general rule, this handbook will
not stand alone, nor was it intended to.
Its principal value will be to students
and librarians who are wanting addi-
tional explanations of particular statis-
tical procedures, tests, and the sur-
rounding concepts. In such situations
individual tastes and needs determine
which of many supplementary state-

other book on the shelf.-Ittwrence W.
S. Auld, East Carolina UniversitY,
Greenville. North Carolina.

A Guide to Book Publishing. Rev. ed.
By  Da tus  C .  Smi th ,  J r .  Sea t t l e :
Univ.  of  Washington Pr . ,  1989.
268p. $25 (ISBN 0-295-96651-3);
paper, $12.50 (ISBN 0-295-96652-
l). LC 88-5754.
Aimed at people beginning careers in

book publishing in developing coun-
tries, this volume presents a clearly
written survey of the whole publishing
process. Consequently, it offers valu-
able information to librarians, educa-
tors, scholars, and anyone interested in

publishing. Smith is well qualif ied as
an authoion this topic. having served
as director of the Princeton University
Press, president of the Association of
Amer i ian Univers i ty  Presses,  and
president of Franklin Book Programs.' 

This new publication is a complete
revision of th-e 1966 edition of A Guide
to Book Publishing. The section on

book  pub l i sh ing  P rocess :  t he  eco -
nomic i  of  book publ ish ing.  edi tor ia l

ters discuss book clubs and mass mar-

book a sense of universalitY.
With both of his editions Smith ad-

clresses a special need not met by other
authors. For example. the papers in^
El izabeth Geiser 's  The Business oJ
Book Publishing (Westview, 1985)
cover the same topics but focus only on
Amer ican publ ish ing.  Numerou-s
guides currently on the market offer ad-
iice for the new author. Publishing in
the Third World: Knowledge and De'
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target audience is the beginnine nub-
l isher  in  the developingiount i ies of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Since
his first edition was translated into Ara-
bic, Persian, Indonesian, and Spanish,
we might anticipate future tranilations
of this revision.

Smith's comprehensive checklist for
a beginning publisher could benefit
American and British novices as well as
his foreign audience. Anyone wanting
to publish or start an independent presi
could profit from this book. Sniith's
style is clear and straightforward. mak-
rng him readable by secondary students
on up. This volume could also be used
as a supplementary text for a collection
oevetopment course or as a reference
source f ,or  t ra in ing l ibrary s taf f .  z4
Guide to Book Pubtishing'is recom-
mended for public. academic. and li-
brary school l ibraries.-Luverna M.
Saunders, University of Nevada, kts
VePas.

Deu_eloping und Maintaining Video
Collections in Librarics. Bv James
C. Scholtz. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
ABC-CLIO, 1989. 196p. $3s (rSBN
o-87 436-497-3). LC 99_ 1687 | .
This is a practical, well-illustrated

manual for both professional librarians
and nonprofessional staff who are in-
volved in the policy and planning for,
or the physical handling of, videore-
cording collections. It deals with half-

accompanied by charts, diagrams. ta-
bles. and photographs. Sources ofsup-
plles and current prices are l isted. Bib_
liographical references are found at the
end of each chapter. A detailed table of
contents and a seven-page index facili-
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tate the reader's quick access to a par-

or knowledge of, this aspect of video-
cassette collections. He recommends
that the rulesin AACR2 be used, but the
single example he provides (figure 2.7)
does not follow these rules.

This book should be acquired bY all
libraries with a large or small collection
of video recordings. Library patrons
may also find information of interest in
its discussions about the video indus-
try; the selection, maintenance, and re-
pair of video equipment; Beta versus
VHS formats: videotape maintenance
and repair; and predictions for the fu-
ture ofvideo technology, both software
and hardware. It may also serve as an
easv-to-understand beginner's text for
students in l ibrarv sci6nce or audiovi-
sual techniques courses. - J ean Weihs ,
Technical Services GrouP, Toronto,
Ontario.

Telecommanications for Information
Specialists. By LarrY L. Learn.
OCLC Library, Information and
Computer Sciences Series, no. l l .
Dublin, Ohio: OCLC, 1989. 165p.
paper, $15 (ISBN l-55653-075'l).
LC 89-8601.

Local Area Networks in Information
Managemenl. By HarrY M. Kib-
irige. New Directions in Information
Managemen t ,  no .  18 .  Wes tPo r t ,
Conn. :  Greenwood,  1989.  177P.
$39.95 (ISBN 0-313-2619r-1). LC
88-7689.
Books such as the two under review

here can vary widelY both in terms of
coverase and intended audience. Tele-
commtinications, of course, is a very
large and ever expanding, yet poorly
dei ined,  f ie ld;  h is tor ica l ly .  i t  deal t
largely with the technology of teleph-
ony and of moving information across
transmission media such as wire, ca-
ble, and radio channels. Over the past
decade or two, this field, particularly as

it is relevant to information scientists
and library automation planners, has
also grown to include the regulatory en-
viroiment surrounding telecommuni-
cations, the very complex national and
international standards process, some
understanding of consumer electronics
and broadcast technologies, and, per-
haps most importantly, compu.ter net-
work ing.  Computer  network ing has
developid a flavor quite distinct firom
traditiSnal telecommunications and in-
c ludes protocol  archi tectures.  sof t -
ware, distributed systems, routing, and
similar topics; networking has become
an extraordinarily complex and dy-
namic field in its own right.

Intended audience and aPProach in

time. For any target audience, it is
probably now impossible to prepare a
comprehensive single-volume work'

Larrv Learn. who has been involved
with teiecommunications and networks
at OCLC for over a decade, has written
a verv fine monograph that would make
exceilent readin! for anyone desiring
an overview of today's telecommunica-
tions world. It is primarily descriptive,
and should be accessible to readers
with very modest backgrounds in tele-
commun ica t i ons  and  eng inee r i ng .
While not encyclopedic, the coverage
of the book is remarkably extensive,
eiven its length, and the book at least
iouches on m6st of the important topics

communications. l ibrary automation.
and information services. Coverage of
regulatory issues is particularly strong.



To a great extent, the book deals with
telecommunications from a traditional
perspective, and includes a good deal
of material about voice as well as data. I
found only two flaws with the book,
both of which I hope a second edition
might correct. While Learn does sur-
vey a number of the basic issues in
computer networking, I feel that the
coverage of this area is far too brief,
and that some additional discussion of
protocols and distributed computing
topics would have been valuable. Fi--
nally, the book does not really provide
direct pointers to the more technical lit-

particularly as an introductory survey
of telecommunications for students and
practit ioners. although I would suggesr
supplementing it with some additional
reading specifically on computer net-
working. Learn has done an outstand-
ing.job of pull ing together and synthe-
srzlng a great deal of material from
very diverse sources and presenting it
in a concise, easv-to-read manner.

Kibirige's book is much more diffi-
cult to evaluate. Neither the intended
aud ience  no r  t he  au tho r ' s  pu rpose
seems clear. While also descriptive
rather than technical, the coveraqe is
very uneven, with some sections-sud-
denly plunging into rather detailed
technical discussions that seem out of
p lace.  The chapter  topics seem dis-
jointed; the book coniludes with the
results of a study from the City Univer-
sity of New York that seems irrelevant
to most of the book.

There are a number of errors or star-
tling omissions for a book on LANs and
information management. For exam-
ple. there seems tdbe no discussion of
FDDI (fiber-disrribured data inrer-
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consideration of internetworks and the
relationship between LANs and wide
area networks, except for some errone-
ous material about national networks
on pages 9l-92. The ISO OSI model is
discussed (again. with some errors in
the Jayer definitions), but then dropped
without relating it to actual applica-
tions. The author's definit ion of sate-
ways and bridges on page 49 is at iari-
ance with normal industry usage and is
not related to protocol architectures.
The discussion of LAN security fails to
mention that most LANs are broadcast
(i.e., all stations on the LAN can "see"
all data passing over the LAN), which
seems to be a most basic security issue:
nor does it discuss appropriate crypto-
graphic technology for addressing this
problem. The references are far from
comprehens i ve ,  and  a re  heav i l y
weighted toward rather ephemeral arti-
cles from popular and trade magazines
rather than more authoritative sources.

K ib i r i ge  does  d i scuss ,  a l t hough
rather superficially, a few topics ofpar-
ticular interest to library planners-and
informat ion sc ient is ts ,  such as CD-
ROMs on LANs.  Whi le I  was s lad
to see th is  important  topic  ra i ied,
Kibirige's treatment of it seems con-
fused (it deals largely with WORM,
rather  than CD-ROM) and misses
many important developments.

I  canno t  recommend  K ib i r i se ' s
book. The reader alreadv familiar 

-with

LAN technologies and appl icat ions
will f ind l itt le new here. Those seekine
a basic understandine of LANs anI
their role in informati-on manasemenr
are likely to come away confusEd, un-
aware ofessential topics, and occasion-
a l l y  ac tua l l y  m is led ;  such  reade rs
would be much better served by other
books. One good reference is Linked
Incal Area Networks, second edition.
by  A lan  Mayne  (W i l ey ,  1986 ) . -
Clffird A. Lynch, Universitl, of Cali-
fornia Systemwide Admini stratiott,
Oakland.

Management Issues in the Network-
ing Environment.Ed. by Edward R.
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Johnson.  New York:  Haworth
Press. 1988. l4lp. $24.95 (ISBN 0-
86656-692-9). LC 87-32940. Also
issued as Journal ofLibrary Admin-
istation, v.8, nos. 3/4 (Fall/Winter
1987).

of that term as encomPassing "the
many activities that libraries are en-
gaged in for interlibrary cooperat-ion. "
[n actual fact the primary focus of most
of the articles is on networking as the
in te rac t i on  be tween  o rgan i za t i ons
whose main function is to provide elec-
tronic bibliographic information to li-
braries, whether this be on a local, re-
eional. or national level. The volume is
EiuiAed into two sections-current net-
working problems and the future of net-
workine.

Becaise of the time lapse between is-
sue as a serial (April 1988) and publica-
tion as a monograph, many of the arti-
cles seem historical in their perspective
rather than timely. This is compounded
by the fact that several of the articles
were written a year earlier for the joint
AMIGOS/SOLINET meeting in MaY
1987 .

rel iance upon complex telecommunica-
tions operations, a reduced use of the
util i t ies for original cataloging, and
changes in the nature of scholarly com-
munication. Paul M. Gherman's article
on the relationship between research li-
braries and networking discusses this,

the meat-and-potatoes function of the
utilities and opening up a whole new
range of management issues. such as:
Hoil wil l the n-etworks survive and/or
adaot? What haprrens to national re-
,ori.. sharing arid interl ibrary loan?
And is a "linked system" still worth
working toward?

Two very differing scenarios for the
future roles of the networks are pro-
posed by Susan K. Martin and D' KaYe
bapen. There are concerns and projec-
tions in both articles that are right on
tarset as one reads the RLG and OCLC
neisletters today, which show a firm
commitment to taking a good, hard
look at current operations and planning
stratesically foi the future. Although
this v6lum6 of the Journal of Library
Administation does have some inter-

Albany.

Introduction to Automation for Li-
brarians. 2d ed. BY William Saf-
fadv. Chicago: American LibrarY
AsJn. ,  1989.  363p.  $40 ( ISBN 0-
8389-0503-X). LC 88-39672.
This second edition of a now stan-

dard work is both uPdated and ex-
panded. The text provides an excellent
introduction to technology and its l i-
brary applications. It is detailed, clear,
and iechhical but not overwhelming in
its technicality. Because technology
has advanced considerably since publi-
cation of the first edition in 1983, the
discussion is greatly modified. As in
the earlier edition. the current text is "a
survey of technology only" (p.viii) not
addressing the human resources impli-
cations. More than half the book deals
with automation fundamentals: hard-
ware, software. data processing con-
cepts, and automated office systems
an'd related technologies. A substantial
chapter covers each of these- topics.
Seciions such as "Prewritten Software



Packages" are natura l ly  much ex_
panded.

_ The second part of the book contains
chapters devoted to four particular l i_
brary applications of automation: cir-
culation, cataloging. reference service.
ano acqutst t tons and ser ia ls  contro l .
From one point of view, it is somewhat

dent in the.examples of particular sys-
tems that i l lustraie the author's poirus.
For instance, CLSI is essentially'absent
from the text.

Most disturbing of all. especially for
3n ll-l publication. the index is very
limited and has some obvious omis'-
sio.ns. For example. although there are
at teast t lve mentions of NOTIS in the
text, only two are indexed. VTLS and
Geac, both appearing as examples in
the text. are entirely absent frornthe in_
dex. Although it is true the author re_
fers to so manJ systems. if only briefly.
that an inclusive index might 6e excep-
tionally long, the utility ol the book is
hampered by the omissions. If rhe in-

ted from the index. partial coverase is
misleading.

an_interesting variety of approaches.
Because the field of I ibiiry technol_

ogy moves so rapidly, some of the most
recent developments, such as ..multi-
database" online catalogs, are not in-
c luded.  This book,  however,  is  re-
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markably inclusive about the basic
technology, ifnot all evolving applica-
tions. There will undoubtedlv be future
editions of this useful introduction to l i-

written text can become even more ef-
fective in the future. In the meantime.
do replace the [irst edition with this ex-
tensively revised and updated second
edition.-Karen L. Horiy, Northwest-
ern Universiry, Evanston, Ittinois.

Notes in the Catalog Record: Based on

Saye and Vellucci attempt to remedy
AACR2's lack of prescriptive guide-
I ines for and sufficibnt examples 

-of 
cat-

aloging notes. The authors seek to ..as-
sist in identifying standardized forms
of notes" that wil l aid in the retrieval of
machine-readable cataloging records
when note fields are searchable in local
online systems. Rather than merelv
compiling a l ist of notes, they also ex-
plain each AACR2 note rule within its
historical context. Each rule is accom-
panied by a statement of relevant Li-

tracted from Library ofCongress cata-
loging records. Wtrile the sdlection of
individual examples is judicious, stan-
dardization of forms remains elusive.
Often a variety of forms for the same
note are listed with no guidance as to
how to choose among t[em. It is also
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ate.

become familiar with them'

ing. arrangement is cumbersome to use'
Sifice ttriUook will likely be used with

AACR2, it would be better to arrange lt

in similar fashion. Collocating notes by

cie,Indiana. 
mars.

Handbook for AACR2,- 1-9-88 Revi' I felt the Handbook suffered from

sion: Explainins'iia itustrating rwo minor problems. Fllt_L i" the intro-

ii,aiifi:iit\iili Ciiitii"iis duction thb author refers at times to



AACR2 and at orher rimes ro AACR2R.
seemingly at  ranclom. I  would have
preferred to have seen the orisinal in_
troduction reprinted, with a ieparate
rntroductlon to the new edition of the

consuming to refer to these off-page
examples, as they are numbered s-e_
quentially within each chapter. A num_
bering system keyed to the page the ex_
ample is on would have made-look_ups
easier.

_ A more serious problem occurs with
the cataloging i l lustrations. The author
c.orre.ctly emphasizes the impofiance of
the illustrations in the Handbook. It
was d_isappointing to encounter a num_
ber of errors in the i l lustrations, includ_
ing examples that did not illustrare rhe

cataf oging. - Thomas Lehman, Unive r-
sity of Notre Dame, Indiana.

encountered as serials cataloging spe_
cialist at the Universiry of I ' l l in;is ar
[Jrbana-Champaisn.

Not since the iate 1970s has there
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been a handbook that addresses the
problems of serials cataloging. Other
publications supplied only rulei and ex-
amples with no discussion or f inished

Crawford, in his MARC for Librarv
Use, devoted one chapter to serials cai-
aloging, but the Seriuls Cataloging
Handbook is the first cover-to-covei
treatment of the problems of serials cai_
aloging involving USMARC tagsins.

Se rial s Cata I o gi n g HandbooFieri es
as a reference for the seasoned serials
cataloger. It can be used as a refresher
course for librarians who do verv little
original cataloging and as a tupplemen,
tal textbook for the student cataloser.
The author finds problems of sim-ilar
types, shows how they differ, and di-
rects the cataloger to notes that must be
rncluded within the OCLC MARC rec-

Well-illustrated as the title suggests,
Se rials Cataloging Handbook isiom-
posed of 200 entries and contains I 78
cataloging examples, with simulated ti-
t le pages as the chief source of informa-
tion. The chapfers and title.s are clear,
preclse. and logically organized. The
selections need not be read in order but
can be used as a primary reference tool.
Because of the revisions to AACR2, ref -
erences are made within the text and as
part of the appendix to AACR2R when
the numbers differ.

Serials catalogers should consider
this edition a valuable addition to anv
technical services collection. It is an
lmportant contribution and deserves
special notification for instillins some
organization into the twists and turns
dictated by the uniqueness of serials
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catalosing.-./acqueline A. Douglas' contemporary solution suitable for a

t;;'b'ait;"|ilI',-i):ii, ii',r""''.--' i:l'-T?l':ii"?l"ilLt;,|';f,H##il?;



Development  Commit tee,  Re-
sources Sect ion,  Resources and

Guide for Written Collection policv
Stqtements.  Subcommit tee o i ,
Guidelines for Collection Develop-
ment, Collection Management and
Development  Commit tee,  Re-
sou rces  Sec t i on ,  Resou rces  and

Collection Management: Current Is-
szes. Ed. by Sarah Shoemaker. New
York: Neal-Schuman, 1989. 74p.
paper, $29.95 (ISBN 0-55570-034-
9). LC 89-3258.
The Guide to the Evaluation of Li-

brury Collectrbrs is intended to provide
a basic overview of the evaluatircn pro-
cess. The introduction discusses thi ra-
tionale for performing evaluation stud-
ies. In the next section the essentials of
planning_such a study are covered step
by step. The heart ofthe guide consists
of an enumeration of ihe different
methods of evaluating a collection.
Both collection- and-user-oriented
methods are discussed. There is a brief
de.scription of each technique, which is
followed by a l isting of ita advantages
and disadvanrages. A substantial biSli-
ography concludes the work. lt is con-
veniently arra_nged by the techniques
and aspects ot evaluation that are dis_

methods for a given study and directs
one to more detailed works for help in
carrying out the evaluation process.
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The Guide for Written Collection

integrate all aspects of collection man-
agement, such as preservation and co-
ope.ratlve arrangements, into the basic
pollcy statement. A strong emphasis is
also placed on the need for the stan-
dardization of collection policy state-
ments. The use of the conspectus ap-
ploach is recommended. A description
of the RLG conspectus levels and sam-
ple RLG and Pacific Northwest Con-
spectus Database worksheets are pro-
vided. The Guide also includes a brief
glossary to help standardize the use of
terminology in policy statements. In an
age ofgrowing dependence on cooper-
ative collection development and re-
source sharing, libraries will need to
describe their collecting policies in
consistent  and readi ly  understood
terms. This Guide should be of sreat
help in accomplishing such uniforirity.

Both Guides are in outline form and
both have detailed tables ofcontents to
facilitate their use. The writins in each
is clear and concise. Together irith sub-
sequent volumes in the series, thev
should provide an excellent basic refei-
ence work for all who are involved with
col lection manaqement.

. Collection Minagement is a gather-
ing ofessays that cover a wide range of
current practices and concerns. It deals
almost exclusively with academic and
research l ibraries, although many of
the issues discussed are lelevant to
other types of libraries as well.
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spect ive mer i ts .  Subsequent  papers
cover technoloeical and economic as-
pects of colleciion management. This
sec t i on  i s  rounded  ou t  bY  Pau l
Mosher's discussion of collaborative
collection development, which stresses
the social and cultural aspects of such
collaboration.

The next set of essaYs covers more
specific aspects of collection mana^ge-
ment: evaluation, preservation, infor-
ma t i on  techno log ies ,  and  se r i a l s .
Those on preservation (by Margaret
Bvrnes) and serials management (by
Sira Heitshu and J. Travis Leach) offer
exceptionally concise but thorough
overviews of two of the most difficult
and technical areas with which collec-
tion managers must contend.

The two closing paPers, bY R. H. Su-
oer and Sheila Dowd, are in some waYS
ihe most valuable. These discuss the
purpose and use of research libraries
and are a useful corrective to the cur-
rent tendency to focus too narrowly on
technical and economic considerations

ance on these not only is an inconven-
ience to users, but sometimes seriously
undermines the whole process of schol-
arly research.

The book provides a useful overview
of many aspects of collection manage-
ment and is well worth acquiring. Its
price, however. for a PaPerback of
iewer than 100 pages, is outrageous.-
FredW. Jenkins, University of Dayton,
Ohio.

The Online Catalogue : Developments
qnd Directiotts. Ed. bY Charles R.
Hildreth. London: The LibrarY As-
sociation (dist. in U.S. by American
Library Assn.) ,  1989.  212P. $40

users. Edited by one of the leading fig-
ures in the field of OPAC research,

these invited papers give an overvlew
of current international research.

Wri ters concentrat ing on the

articles.
A proiect of OCLC and Forest Press

to in'clude DDC in the subject search
capabil itv of an OPAC indicates. ac-
.o.ding [o Karen Markey. that adding
classifiiation and the relative index sig-

modes of subject searching: enhanced
Boolean, interactive term and docu-
ment appraisal, and contextual subject
search browsing.

Stephen Walker describes such a re-
structuring ofthe catalog database and
its interface-the continuing Okapi
oro iect  of  the London Polytechnic.
bkipi is now using "post-Boolean"
sear-ch techniques,  inc luding term
weighting, stemming, and relevance
feedback.

Nathal ie  N.  Mi tev 's  essaY neat lY
summarizes current  OPAC and IR
work and draws on the l iterature of
human-computer interaction to support-
her argument for the importance of
changlng the research focus to the
needs ofthe user.

Micheline Hancock-Beaulieu recom-
mends user-oriented qualitative re-
search that puts the OPAC interaction
into the context of the entire informa-
tion search, while Jean M. Tague em-
ploys the same user focus to examine
ihe-search negotiation process and the
relationship between user language and
system language.



__The concluding essay by Roland
Hjerppe presents- a radlicai restruc-
turing/deconstruction of the catalos
into a hypertext form-but a form stil-i
based on the nineteenth-century objec-
tives.

The major audience for this book
will be those interested in online cata-
log research. Persons involved in
QPA-C planning and implementation
should also find the theoretical consid-
erations a useful adiunct to the busi-
ness of writing requ-ests for proposals
and deallng with vendors. An essential
purchase for schools oflibrarv and in-
formation science because it'conven-
iently gathers a wide variety of re-
search, this book is also recommended
for other collections in librarv and in-
formation science.-Ellen Koger, In-
diana University, Bloomingtoi.

National und Internationql Biblio-
graphic Databases: Trends and
Prospects. Ed. by Michael Carpen-
ter .  New York:  Haworth pr-ess,
1988. 277 p. 532.95 (ISBN 0-86656-
749-6). LC 88-15285. Also issued as
Cataloging & Classffication Quar-
terly, v.8, nos.3/4 (1988). Note new
address of publisher: l0 Alice St.,
Binghamton, NY 13904- 1580.
As indicated by its subtitle, this vol-

ume both reports on current trends in

ations, " "International Init iatives of
North American Bibliographic Data-
bases, " and " Bibliographic Databases
outside of the United States." These
are preceded by an introduction by the
editor in which he discusses the orsani-
zation and uses of bibliographic lata-
bases and their future.

The sect ion "General  Consider-
ations" consists of three articles. The
first deals with the backsround of the
Linked Systems Project,iogether with
its potential and the challenges it poses.
The next discusses varioui issues in-
volved in authority control and their
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implications for large-scale databases.
The third, "CONSER: Revolurion and
Evolut ion,"  d iv ides the h is tory of
CONSER into four phases and details
the last three (for the 

-period 
of 1977 on-

ward) and includes a discussion of the
goals that have been established for the
program.

"International Initiatives of North
American Bibliographic Databases"
contains four articles dealing with
OCLC, RLIN, Urlas, and WLN, re-
spectively, allowing the reader to com-
pare and contrast them. An additional
article reports on the development of
automated vernacular cataloging for
materials in Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean.

The third section, "Bibliographic
Databases outs ide of  the Unl ted
States," is a series of eieht articles.
One of these is devoted io develop-
ments in Australia and covers the Aus-
tralian Bibliographic Network, the
Australian National Bibliography,
AUSMARC, and the role of the Na-
tional Library. Another discusses the
British National Bibliographic Service:
and another, DOBIS and the Canadian
Union Catalogue. Two are concerned
with building bibliographic darabases
in Latin America and the Caribbean.
The remaining three report on data-
bases in  I ta ly ,  Norway,  and the
German-speaking countries.

ther reports dealing with the general
theme of the issue. L thirteen-pige list
of selected acronyms completes the
book, which unfortunatelv lacks an in-
dex.

National and International Biblio-
graphic Databases is indeed a fascinat-

sity. Ames.
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